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An understanding of the mechanical properties of viral capsids (protein

assemblies forming shell containers) has become necessary as their perceived

use as nano-materials for targeted drug delivery. In this thesis, a heteroge-

neous, spatially detailed model of the viral capsid is considered. This model

takes into account the increased degrees of freedom between the capsomers

(capsid sub-structures) and the interactions between them to better reflect

their deformation properties. A spatially realistic finite element multi-domain

decomposition of viral capsid shells is also generated from atomistic PDB (Pro-

tein Data Bank) information, and non-linear continuum elastic simulations are

performed. These results are compared to homogeneous shell simulation re-

sults to bring out the importance of non-homogenous material properties in

determining the deformation of the capsid. Finally, multiscale methods in

structural analysis are reviewed to study their potential application to the

study of nanoindentation of viral capsids.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The use of biological materials in material science studies is a rapidly

growing field. Biological structures, such as capsids, are good candidates for

the creation of new nanomaterials due to their many desirable properties.

Viral capsids are highly symmetric multiscale self-assembled structures, with

surprising mechanical properties of strength and elasticity.

The desirable structural properties of viral capsids have led to their

proposed use in the creation of new hybrid materials. For instance, Lee et

al. [27] created an oriented, self-supporting composite material from a bacte-

riophage M13. Similarly, Blum et al. [11] engineered a capsid of the cowpea

chlorotic mottled virus (CCMV) to act as a scaffold for the binding of gold

nanoparticles in specific reproducible configurations. Viruses have also been

used as nanocages for constrained nanomaterial synthesis[16]. Applications of

such methods may allow for drug design with better specificity and show the

ways in which viruses can be used effectively in the real world.

The cowpea chlorotic mottled virus (CCMV) is an icosahedral shell with

an outer diameter of 28 nm, and an average thickness of 3.8 nm. It is made

up of 180 identical protein subunits with 190 residues each, organized into a
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Figure 1.1: The CCMV (l) Depth-cued (c) Atom cloud (r) Atom cloud, cut
out.[30]

truncated icosahedral structure. The proteins themselves are organized into

pentamers and hexamers which form the tiling of the icosahedron. The CCMV

capsid contains 12 pentamers and 20 hexamers, and shows two-, three- and

five-fold symmetries. Each pentamer is surrounded by six hexamers, and each

hexamer is surrounded by three pentamers and three hexamers symmetrically.

The CCMV genome is multipartite: it consists of four single stranded RNA,

each approximately 3000 bases long. The virus is capable of assembly in

vitro; under the proper pH and ionic strength, mixtures of capsid and RNA

spontaneously form infectious viruses. Figure 1.1 shows an illustration of the

CCMV in a depth-cued fashion, and as an atom cloud.

The capsid, fully packaged with the RNA or otherwise, exists in two

states: a native, and a swollen one. The viral capsid undergoes swelling upon

increasing pH; it is believed that this change in geometry plays a role in the

infectivity of the CCMV. The swelling occurs in response to the electrostatic
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repulsion of negatively charged acidic residues. The empty, wild-type capsid is

unstable at pH 7 and dissociates; however, a mutant, salt-stable empty capsid

has been obtained[17].

In order to fully explore the possibilities of utilization of these capsids

as novel materials, their mechanical and structural properties need to be stud-

ied. Experimental studies have been performed on viral capsids using Atomic

Force Microscopy as a tool to study the force response of these capsids in

order to infer the mechanical behavior. Furthermore, such studies also allow

inferences to be made regarding the infectivity of the viruses, since the change

in structural properties of the CCMV with pH is believed to play a role in

the release of the genome into the host cell. For instance, nanoindentation

response of full and empty CCMV capsids was studied using the method by

Michel et al. [30]; the study also analyzed the effects of capsid protein mu-

tations on the elasticity and strength of these capsids. Later simulations [19]

using finite element models showed that various properties of the viral capsid

such as the geometric heterogenity and material nonlinearity play a major role

in determining the structural properties; current research focusses on refining

these models to better reflect the real capsid, and to study the similarities

between the model response and the observed responses.

Although prior research brought better understanding into the struc-

tural behavior of the capsid from a continuum viewpoint, the capsid pos-

sesses a microstructure which results non-uniform material properties across

the capsid. In particular, the capsid is divided into individual pentameric sub-
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units, known as capsomers, which are held together as an icosahedral shell

by non-bonded forces, which tend to be weaker than an actual bond. As a

result, movement of one capsomer relative to another is much less constrained

than movement within a capsomer. The inter-capsomer region where a ma-

jority of such non-bonded interactions occur can be considered as made of a

‘pseudo-material’ having properties different from the capsomers; this differ-

ence between the inter- and intra-capsomer interactions is not captured by the

homogenous models used by [19].

Furthermore, although it has been shown that the continuum assump-

tion produces reasonably good results in deformation studies of viral capsids,

it still does not capture the difference in interaction due to bonded and non-

bonded forces; in particular, the region dominated by non-bonded forces can

be expected to have a different effective stiffness in the continuum setting

due to their weaker nature. Although estimating the stiffness of this ‘pseudo-

material’ between capsomers can be done by tuning simulation parameters

until the output matches with experimental results as done in [19], a bet-

ter approach would be to holistically bridge the gap between an all-atomic

model and the refined continuum model, allowing for a multi-scale model to

be developed.

The refined model proposed elucidates the substructure of the viral cap-

sid and takes into account the interaction between individual capsomers. First,

a novel method of generating finite element meshes of multiple domains with

no common boundaries is developed; a simplified model, called the ‘spring’
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model where the inter-capsomer interactions are modeled by linear springs

is then studied to evaluate the relative contributions of the intra- and inter-

capsomer interactions to the overall stiffness. Then, a generalized model where

the inter-capsomer space is modeled as a continuous pseudo-material with neo-

Hookean properties, called the ‘glue’ model, is also defined. Nano-indentation

simulations, similar to the ones performed in [19] are perfomed to compare

the refined model with the previous homogenous models. It is found that

the spring stiffness in the simplified model, and the Young’s modulus in the

continuum model are much higher than that of the capsomer itself; further-

more, the mixed model shows non-linear behavior closer to the experimental

results [19], indicating that relative motion between capsomers are minimal

and are restricted mostly to rotational degrees of freedom, and that most of

the deformation behavior arises from the deformation of the capsomers only.

Thus, in this thesis, a refined model is developed, and two approaches

for estimating the inter-capsomer stiffness are explored: the forward approach,

by tuning simulation parameters until experimental AFM results are matched;

and the second inverse approach, where the deformation is performed itera-

tively while ensuring energy is conserved between the all-atom model and the

refined continuum models. Results for continuum finite element simulations

of capsid nanoindentation are provided.

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: the refined spring and glue

models are defined in Chapter 2. The multi-material meshing methodology

used to generate the non-contact meshes needed for performing the simulations
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is developed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the AFM set-up and the

simulation methodology for the forward approach, while Chapter 5 describes

the multiscale approach based on conservation of energy. Finally, Chapter 6

discusses the results achieved thus far, and the potential avenues of research

in the future. The theoretical framework used for the simulations is detailed

in Appendix A; Appendix B reviews prior methods and results obtained

by simulating the structural behavior of viral capsids using simplified models.
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Chapter 2

Multi-material Modeling

In order to perform nano-indentation simulations on a viral capsid, a

reasonable physical model needs to be developed so as to form a basis for sim-

ulation. Although the hypothesis that the non-linearity in structural behavior

arises from a non-linear capsid geometry is reasonable, the observed non-linear

behavior may also draw from the fact that the material of the capsid is non-

homogenous due to differences in the strengths of bonded and non-bonded

interactions. Hence, in order to account for the heterogeneity of the capsid,

a new model is used; a homogenous model is also constructed in parallel to

enable comparison.

2.1 Model Description

In the proposed heterogenous material model of the virus, the capsid

C is represented as as a collection of 12 copies of a pentamer domain Pi in

a particular orientations ie. C = {Pi}, i = 1 . . . 12. Each pentamer Pi is

modelled as a tetrahedral discretization of a three dimensional domain Pi =

〈Ni, Ei〉 where Ni = {nj|nj ∈ Pi} are a set of nodes embedded in Pi and Ei is
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a set of tetrahedra constructed out of Ni:

Ei = {ej}, j = 1 . . . nEi (2.1)

ej = {nk|nk ∈ Ni; k = 1 . . . 4;nk1 6= nk2} (2.2)

The pentamers are distributed around the capsid in the observed icosa-

hedral fashion, following the two-, three- and five-fold symmetry axes. It is

essential to note that no two capsomer domains touch or intersect each other;

this reflects the fact that these are indeed independent entities, and there are no

common interfaces between them. Each pentamer(or the entire capsid in the

homogenous material domain case) is modelled as a three dimensional domain

with neo-Hookean material properties; since these pentamers are expected to

undergo large deformations, the structural behavior is modelled under the

large deformation theory as indicated in Appendix A.

The deformation behavior of the viral capsid model is studied under the

framework of large-deformation continuum hyperelasticity[12, 36]. Under this

framework, the deformation of the body is described in terms of a mapping

x = φ(X) from a reference coordinate system X to a deformed coordinate

system x. The deformation gradient tensor

F =
∂x

∂X
(2.3)

J = det(F) =
∂v

∂V
(2.4)

forms an essential part of the analysis of large deformations. Here, J represents

the relative change in volume between the reference and the deformed config-
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urations. The strains are represented by the Lagrange-Green strain tensor E;

in linear elasticity it is expressed in terms of F as

E =
1

2
(I−C) (2.5)

where C represents the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor C = FTF. In

the case of large deformations, the expression for the strain tensor becomes

E =
1

2
(∇u +∇uT +∇uT∇u) (2.6)

The stress on a material surface referred to that surface in the reference

configuration of the body can be represented by a symmetric tensor S, known

as the second Piola-Kirchoff tensor, is expressed as a push-forward operation

on the Cauchy stress tensor σ from the reference configuration to the deformed

configuration; conversion between the two stress representations can be done

by the transformation

S = JF−1σF−T (2.7)

It should be noted that the second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor and the right

Cauchy-Green deformation tensor form a conjugate stress-strain rate pair, sim-

ilar to the Cauchy stress and the velocity gradient. The overall weak-form

virtual work equation, in terms of the Cauchy stresses, given applied body

forces f , traction t and a virtual displacement δν, is given by,

δW =

∫
v

σ : δddv −
∫
v

f · δνdv −
∫
∂v

t · δνda = 0 (2.8)
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where,

δd = F−T δĖF−1 (2.9)

The behavior of the material under deformation is modeled in terms of

a strain energy density function W (C,X); this give the stored strain energy

per unit volume for a given deformed state. Hyperelastic strain energy density

functions are in general considered to be the most suitable for large deforma-

tion operations since they is invariant upon superposed rigid and rotations. In

particular, the Neo-Hookean model, which is considered to be the simplest of

hyperelastic material models, has a strain energy density function given by

W (C,X) = Wiso +Wvol (2.10)

Wiso = C10(I1 − 3) (2.11)

Wvol =
1

D1

(J − 1)2 (2.12)

where Wiso and Wvol represent the isochoric and volumetric responses to the

deformation and

I1 = J−2/3tr(C). (2.13)

Here, C10 and D1 are two constants which represent the material prop-

erties, obtained from material measurements. C10 can be estimated as C10 =

µ0

2
where µ0 represents the initial shear modulus; D1 is estimated at the begin-

ning of the deformation from the initial bulk modulus k0 as
2

D1

= k0. Setting
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D1 = 0 gives the incompressible neo-Hookean; however, since we want to al-

low for some volume change, we set D1 to be a very small value estimated

from the bulk modulus. Given the strain energy density function of the mate-

rial, the second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor can be obtained using the relation

S = 2
∂W

∂C
.

In the following sections, the different virus models studied in this thesis

are described; an illustration of the models is given in Figure 4.1.

2.2 The Spring Model

In order to account for the electrostatic interaction between the cap-

somers, the spring model introduces new material behavior between pen-

tameric domains through a collection of springs which connect nodes on neigh-

boring pentamers within a particular distance threshold. Let nij represent a

node nj in pentamer Pi. Then, let each spring connecting nodes nij and nkl on

neighboring pentamers is given by sijkl. By assigning a linear Hookean stiffness

for these linkages, similar to [38], we can effectively model the electrostatic at-

traction/repulsion as a simple spring-like behavior, similar in principle to the

Go model[20] for simulating protein folding. The threshold represents the max-

imum distance after which intermolecular interactions become insignificant;

thus, we emulate electrostatic interactions between pentamers by introducing

these linkages.

The springs add an additional set of constraints on the solution of the

equation. At each load iteration, the deformation associated with each node in
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the finite element mesh is computed. Since the springs are already connected

to nodes within the mesh, the spring forces can be calculated and applied back

as point loads on the nodes themselves for the next load iteration; thus springs

can be efficiently modelled without too much overhead since they contribute

directly to the residual instead of being applied to the tangent stiffness matrix.

2.3 The Glue Model

The glue model represents a generalization of the spring model into

three dimensions where the springs are replaced by a pseudo-material region

G such that

C =
⋃
i

Pi ∪G; (2.14)

G = 〈NG, EG〉 (2.15)

The glue region is modeled as a hyperelastic material in the same fashion as

the pentameric regions; the material parameters are varied to allow for the

differences in the interaction between the pentamers and within them. The

region is also discretized into tetrahedra in the same fashion as the pentameric

regions for the purpose of simulation.

2.4 The Homogenous Model

In contrast to the spring and glue models, the homogenous capsid model

decomposes the entire capsid C into nodes and tetrahedra C = 〈NC , EC〉 fol-

lowing the same definition of tetrahedralization as for the pentameric domains

12



in the heterogenous material model. This is similar to the domain decompo-

sition used by Gibbons and Klug [19] for their analysis. The capsid is treated

as a hyperelastic neo-Hookean material undergoing large deformations, as in

the heterogenous cases.
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Figure 2.1: Generated meshes; each individual color represents a region of
uniform material properties. (A) Homogenous mesh of CCMV capsid. (B)
Spring-based heterogenous mesh of CCMV capsid. (C) Continuum model of
the heterogenous mesh of CCMV capsid. The region shaded red represents the
gap material. (D) Zoomed view of the spring-based model. The blue dotted
lines represent spring connections between pentamers. The effective computed
Young’s moduli for the different regions are given in Table 4.1.
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Chapter 3

Multi-material Meshing

Apart from the heterogeneity due to variation in geometry, the cap-

sid response may vary due to differences in properties between the pentamers

which constitute the capsid and the region between them. Hence, it is nec-

essary that the different capsids are separated out with independent inter-

faces between each capsomer in order to allow for inter-capsomer forces to

be simulated. Such a study of the mechanical behavior of these viral cap-

sids using non-linear elastic models necessitate a multi-domain mesh since it

allows for different elasticity parameters to be assigned for different material

regions/domains and allows one to account for the interactions between com-

ponents, thereby providing a more accurate picture. In this chapter, we go

over the different strategies used to generate the homogenous, heterogenous

spring based and heterogenous glue model meshes.

3.1 Homogeneous Mesh Generation

3.1.1 Iso-surface Generation

Several methods are available to produce mesh models from the atomic

resolution data, which are available from Protein Data Bank[1] and Viper Data
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Bank[2]. In [19], a Gaussian blur method is used to produce the volumetric

representation from which isosurfaces are generated using Marching Cubes

[29]; the commercial software package ABAQUS/CAE[14] was used to produce

the tetrahedral mesh for simulations. Since the requirements for the the study

presented in this thesis go beyond a simple, homogenous tetrahedral mesh,

specific methods described in the following sections were developed to generate

meshes suitable for analysis.

A solvent accessible surface approximation is initially produced from

a PDB representation of the viral capsid, over which a higher-order level set

method [6, 8] is applied to solve an evolution equation; the evolving surface is

represented by the level set of a tri-cubic B-spline as

F (x, y, z) =
∑
ijk

cijkN
(3)
i (x)N

(3)
j (y)N

(3)
k (z)

where N (3)(x) is the cubic B-spline basis function. This level set function

is better than the popularly used signed distance function since the surface

produced by this level set function is much smoother and more accurate to

approximate first and second order derivatives for the quantities involved in

the evolution equation. After the evolution process, a new level set function

is obtained; isocontours of the level set are used to approximate the molecular

surface.
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(A) (B)

Figure 3.1: (A) PDB representation of the CCMV capsid. Different colors
represent different protein subunits. (B) A smooth surface representation of
the capsid.

3.1.2 Surface remeshing

The isosurface triangle mesh generated by previous step is usually too

dense to be used directly, and the quality of the triangles is not guaranteed

to be good enough. Tetrahedral elements of good quality cannot be expected

if this raw surface mesh is directly taken as input for constrained tetrahedral-

ization; hence further optimization steps need to be performed to improve the

quality of the raw mesh. In the past, various optimization based and simplifi-

cation based remeshing algorithms have been proposed to improve the quality

of the raw triangulation. In particular, the CVT (Centroidal Voronoi tessella-

tion) remeshing framework proposed by Yan et al.[47] is used in the meshing

pipeline due to its tendency to produce equilateral triangles, its isotropic na-
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ture, and the control it affords over the number of triangle vertices in the

output mesh.

The algorithm involves three steps: initialization, optimization and fi-

nal mesh extraction. In the initialization step, a user-specified number of initial

seeds are generated on the input mesh with a uniform random distribution ac-

cording to the input surface areas. During the optimization step, the seeds

are iteratively optimized in terms of a predefined CVT energy function, and

simultaneously constrained to lie on the input surface mesh. When the energy

function reaches its minimum, the seeds achieve an optimal distribution on the

input mesh. In the last step, the final output mesh is extracted as the dual of

the Restricted Voronoi diagram of the seeds. In Figure 3.2, it is demonstrated

that the constrained CVT based isotropic remeshing framework performs well

on the CCMV data, for both quality improvement and decimation purposes.

Figure 3.2: The constrained CVT based isotropic remeshing framework. Left:
Input raw mesh with 31,064 vertices; Middle: Optimized output mesh with
3,000 vertices; Right: Optimized output mesh with 1,500 vertices.
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3.1.3 Tetrahedralization using Tetgen

Once the surface triangle mesh is optimized, it can be tetrahedralized

to represent the entire capsid. For this purpose, TetGen[3], a quality tetra-

hedral mesh generator for three-dimensional domains is used. In the case of

the CCMV capsid domain, which is defined by its two layers of boundary

triangle meshes(Figure 3.3(l)), TetGen generates a quality tetrahedral mesh

conforming to the defined domain, as illustrated in Figure 3.3(m). However,

while TetGen can produce meshes conforming to a given triangulation, it does

not distinguish between interiors and exteriors; instead the whole convex hull

formed by the points of the input triangulation is tetrahedralized. Hence,

an additional step is required to remove the unnecessary elements, i.e. the

elements lying inside the inner layer boundary.

The method to check if a 3D point is within a closed 3D domain is as

follows: the closed 3D domain is first tetrahedralized, i.e. split into tetrahedral

elements. If the point is inside one of the tetrahedral elements, it must be

inside the domain. Otherwise, the point is outside the domain if it does not

lie in any tetrahedral element. Then, it is straightforward to remove elements

inside the inner layer boundary: if all the four corners of an element lie in the

domain defined by the inner layer mesh, the element should be removed. The

left elements of the capsid domain are shown in Figure 3.3 right.
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Figure 3.3: Left: The capsid domain of CCMV is defined by two layers of sur-
face meshes; Middle: The boundary conforming Delaunay tetrahedralization
is generated by TetGen; Right: unnecessary tetrahedral elements are removed
leaving only elements inside the capsid domain.

3.2 Heterogeneous Mesh Generation

Since the pentamers forming the capsid are symmetrically arranged,

all the 12 pentamers can be obtained by simply rotating a single pentamer

about the origin; for each pentamer, a manifold surface mesh is generated

in place by the same process as in the homogenous mesh. However, since

the atoms in the molecule are tightly packed, it is possible that the meshes

of different capsomers intersect near the boundaries; one approach to solve

this problem is to select a smaller isovalue from the volume representation

which unfortunately will result in large gaps between different capsomers. In

order to minimize both the inter-capsomer intersection and the gap, a multi-

domained quality meshing approach for volumetric representations [49] is used

to separate the meshes.
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3.2.1 Surface mesh extraction and curation

The problem of generating a manifold mesh from volumetric data for

a single isosurface has been studied extensively in the past. Two widely used

methods for producing a single domain mesh are the Marching Cubes and the

Dual Contouring methods, due to Lorensen and Cline[29] and Ju et al.[23]

respectively. Following the publication of these seminal methods, a lot of re-

search has been done towards improving them. However, extension of these

methods for generating multi-domain meshes have had varying degrees of suc-

cess. The M3C algorithm Wu and Sullivan[43] enhance the MC algorithm to

extract the boundary surfaces between different materials to produce a mul-

tiple domain mesh from volumetric data. Wang[41] directly extracts the sur-

face meshes from heterogeneous volumes by extracting and segmenting coarse

patches, constructing signed distance fields for different material domains and

by adaptive re-meshing. Bajaj and Zhang [50] handled the problem by ex-

tending the dual contouring methodology to construct a minimizer point rep-

resenting the point of intersection of three or more materials. A common

theme underlying such meshing techniques is that different material domains

share a common boundary. However, such an assumption is not valid for the

proposed study due to obvious reasons. Furthermore, not much prior work has

been done on the problem of multi-material meshes without bounding curves;

hence, a new meshing algorithm is required for generating meshes suitable

for analysis. In order to generate such meshes, a new meshing pipeline has

been implemented with built-in guarantees for topological consistency and
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non-intersection. A brief description of the pipeline is described here.

Consider a volumetric density map V, representing some material prop-

erty, expressed by a trivariate function as

f : Ω ⊂ R3 → R

(xi, yj, zk) → f(xi, yj, zk), i, j, k = 1, . . . , n.

The goal of the pipeline is to partition Ω into multiple domains Ωi, such that

Ω = ∪Ωi and for each domain of interest Ωi, to produce a mesh Mi(i =

1, . . . , N) such that Mi ∩i 6=j Mj = ∅.

The index i(i = 1, . . . , N) is referred to as the domain id of Ωi. The

volume corresponding to domain Ωi is Vi and the isovalue for mesh Mi from

volume Vi is ci. Note that mesh Mi may be composed of multiple compo-

nents. Since the mesh Mi is operated upon in several steps along the pipeline,

the same symbol will be used through this paper to refer to the mesh; if an

ambiguity arises with notation, new notation will be introduced as necessary.

In order to obtain the multi-domain map, current multi-seeded fast

marching methods such as in [32] are used to segment the volumetric density

map into individual domains of interest [48]. Once segmentation is completed,

the density map is then classified into several different domains. Multiple

components are classified as belonging to the same domain if their density

maps are nearly identical after symmetry, rotation and reflection are taken into

consideration; prior knowledge from the field of study is also greatly useful for
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classification. After classification, a multi-domain volumetric map is obtained:

g : R3 → N

(xi, yj, zk) → g(xi, yj, zk),

here N is the set of natural numbers.

Following this step, partition surfaces are generated for the multi-

domain map g. A partition surface is a surface whose interior includes voxels

from a single domain only. In order to produce a partition surface for a domain

with id i, a cube (or cell) with each vertex with domain id i is taken and a

dual cube with six faces with face id i is produced. If two dual cubes have

common faces with the same face id, say i, then two cubes are combined into

one bigger cuboid. If two dual cubes have common faces with different face

id, say i and j (i 6= j), two different surfaces are produced. Note that the

produced surfaces may not be manifold since they may include non-manifold

vertices and/or edges. The partition surface is then smoothed using geometric

flow smoothing since it was found experimentally that a preliminary smoothing

of the partition mesh results in a final multi-material mesh with much lesser

inter-mesh intersections. In the pipeline described, surface diffusion flow with

a tangential movement modification is chosen for smoothing:

∂x

∂t
= ∆Hn + νt, (3.1)

where n, t are the normal and tangent vectors of vertex x, H is the mean

curvature, and ∆ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator, ν is the velocity in the
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tangential direction and t is a marching parameter. Each term of the above

expression (3.1) is discretized over the partition mesh, including the mean

curvature H and the Laplace-Beltrami operator [44], and the equation is solved

over the mesh using the forward Euler method[45].

Although the partition surfaces have been smoothed, it is very difficult

to reconstruct a smooth surface since in general a partition surface is non-

manifold. Hence, a different approach is used where a point cloud is produced

to reconstruct a smooth manifold surface. In order to generate the point cloud,

each triangle of the partition surface is subdivided into four triangles if the

length of any edge of the triangle is greater than a threshold. After this step,

the surface is reconstructed using a Higher Order Level set method[46],[6].

The output of this step produces a volume for every domain, which is stored

to secondary storage for later processing.

In order to construct the multi-domain mesh from these reconstructed

volumes such that the individual sub-meshes do not intersect, a chosen isosur-

face for each of the volumes is meshed using any existing meshing algorithm

[29], [23]. It is important that the meshing algorithm produce a manifold,

topologically consistent mesh since this is essential for providing the guar-

antees on topology and non-intersection. Once the meshing is performed, a

novel mesh separation algorithm is used to separate the meshes and remove

intersections.

The proposed algorithm checks whether vertices belonging to one mesh

exist within the interior of another mesh and vice versa. This intersection
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detection test is valid since it is known that a point in the volume exists in

the interior of the mesh representing the isosurface if and only if the function

value at that point is less than the isovalue of the mesh.

Suppose there are two meshes M1 with P1 vertices and M2 with P2

vertices from their corresponding volumes V1 and V2 with isovalue c1 and c2.

For the vertex v1i from mesh M1, if f(v1i) < c2, then it must be in the interior

of mesh M2. If f(v1i) > c2 for v1i, i = 1, . . . , P1 in M1, there is no intersection

between M1 and M2. The same is for the vertices in M2 with mesh M1. The

total number of vertex v1i which exist in the interior of M2 are denoted by p12

and the total number of vertex v2i which exist in the interior of M1 is denoted

by p21.

In order to obtain meshes M ′
1 and M ′

2 without intersections, it is re-

quired that p′12 = p′21 = 0. Although the mesh M1 is extracted from volume V1

with isovalue c1, the function value f(v1i) is not identical to c1 and depends on

the isosurface extraction method used. For instance, if the improved primal

contouring is used the error between the function value and isovalue is small.

On the other hand, if a dual contouring method is used, the error is larger

since the vertices of the mesh from dual contouring approach is just a mini-

mizer which is not guaranteed to lie on the isosurface. Hence, a remedial step

is carried out where the vertices of each mesh are projected back to their cor-

responding isosurface within an small error tolerance ε so that f(vji) = cj ± ε.

For vertex v2i(i = 1, . . . , p21) of mesh M2, the following partial differ-
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ential equation is then used to move it outside of the mesh M1,

∂v′2i
∂t

= d̃21i ∗ n21i, (3.2)

where v′2i is the new position of vertex v2i, d̃21i is an improved version of

the distance d21i between vertex v2i with the isosurface from volume V1 with

isovalue c1. n21i is the normal of vertex v2i calculated from volume V1. There

are several approaches to compute normal from volume V1 like a simple finite

difference method, or an explicit form like the tricubic B-spline function. The

explicit form for d̃21i is given by

d̃21i = (1 + δ)d21i,

where δ > 0 is called gap measure which should be than ε. d21i is the distance

between vertex v2i with the isosurface from volume V1 with isovalue c1 and it

can be calculated as [7]

d21i =
|f(v2i)|
‖∇f(v2i)‖

(3.3)

Generally, the bigger δ is, the wider the gap. Taking the error of normal

computation and speed into consideration , the Euler forward method is used

to solve this equation. The process is iterated until |f(v′2i)− (1 + δ)d12i| < ε,

where ε > 0 is small.

A schematic figure in 2D is shown in Figure 3.4 as an illustration of

the idea of intersection detection and curation. In this figure, A shows the

original meshes, B shows the original mesh with smooth isosurfaces. Figure
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A. Original meshes B. Meshes with isosurfaces

C. Isocontours generated for each mesh D. Evolution directions

E. After evolution F. Intersection and touch free meshes

Figure 3.4: Schematic illustration of detection and curation of intersections in
2D
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C shows the isocontours generated using improved Marching Cube methods

and D shows the evolution directions for the vertices which are in the interior

of the other mesh. Figure E represents the evolution results and F shows

the intersection and touch free meshes. During the intersection detection and

curation, the number of vertices do not change. Thus, multimaterial meshes

are generated for a volume consisting of multiple domains of interest such

that the individual submeshes do not intersect, and are 2-manifold and are

topologically correct. The meshes generated by this approach are intersection

free and with a reasonable inter-capsomer separation as is shown in Figure 3.5.

Once the intersection detection and curation is finished as shown in Fig-

ure 3.6 left, the same surface optimization framework as used for homogeneous

mesh is also performed to decimate the surface mesh and improve its quality,

see figure 3.6 middle. Each of the 12 components is then tetrahedralized by

using TetGen as in homogeneous case, see figure 3.6 right.

3.3 Spring-based model

The spring model is generated by connecting the components of 3D

tetrahedral meshes by one-dimensional elements, i.e. line segments. During

the simulation process, these one-dimensional line segments are simulated as

springs. For every surface node lying on one component, the remaining 11

components are searched for surface nodes that are within a specified distance

threshold to current node; any such pair of nodes are connected by line seg-

ments. This searching process is performed for all boundary nodes of all 12
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

Figure 3.5: (A) The original intersecting heterogenous mesh. Individual colors
differentiate pentameric subunits. (B) Cut-away view showing the intersec-
tions between two pentamer regions. (C) Curated multi-domain mesh. (D)
Cut-away view showing the curated surface.
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Figure 3.6: Left: Intersection free heterogeneous surface mesh after curation;
Middle: Remeshing output by performing constrained CVT based optimiza-
tion framework on each of the 12 components; Right: conforming Delaunay
tetrahedralization generated by TetGen.

components, which could be an expensive computation when the total number

of boundary nodes is large.

To accelerate the process of searching all eligible line segments, ANN [4]

a library for approximate nearest neighbor searching is utilized in the imple-

mentation, which provides efficient fixed-radius neighbor search functionality.

In preprocessing step, the set of boundary vertices for each component are

extracted, and a kd-tree structure is built for them to facilitate the searching

process. To identify all the line segments connected to a specific boundary

vertex on a component, all the components adjacent to current component are

searched for their boundary vertices which are within the user-specified length

threshold. This searching process is performed on every boundary vertex to

identify all the line segments that connect all the 12 components, as shown in

figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Left: All the eligible line segments connecting the 12 components;
Right: Zoomed-in view.

3.4 Glue model

The glue model is generated by connecting different components by

tetrahedron elements, generating a full-dimensional multi-material mesh; the

tetrahedron elements filling up the gap between different components are re-

quired to conform to the components boundaries. To generate such a mesh,

a thicker homogeneous surface mesh MI is first found by varying the isosur-

face of the true homogeneous mesh, such that all the 12 components of the

original multi-domain mesh MG are fully contained in MI . Then the interior

domain of MI is meshed by tetrahedron elements, which conform to both of MI

and the components’ boundaries. A search is then performed through all the

tetrahedral elements that are within MI and outside all the 12 components;

those elements which are a part of the true homogeneous mesh, are marked as

gap elements. All the elements that are neither in any component nor in the

true homogeneous mesh are deleted, leaving only the in-component elements
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and gap elements. In the simulation process, in-component elements and gap

elements will be assigned with different material properties.

Figure 3.8: Left: the glue model with gap elements in red; Right: Gap elements
only.

To generate the glue model, two assistant meshes are defined:

1. An envelope mesh M large enough to strictly include all the 12 com-

ponents, e.g. a bounding sphere or box. The interior domain of M is

tetrahedralized using TetGen by requiring that the tetrahedralization

conforms to both of M and all the components’ boundaries (This could

be done simply by taking M and all the 12 components’ boundaries as

the input of TetGen).

2. An reference mesh N , chosen to help locate the gap elements. The

homogeneous surface mesh generated in previous sections serves this

purpose well.
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With M and N , gap elements now could be clearly defined as the

elements of M that are within reference mesh N but do not belong to MG. Gap

elements generated by this method conform to the components’ boundaries as

illustrated in Figure 3.8.

Nodes Elements
Homo 3916 16696

Spring Model
2612

7726 inside tets
2262 springs

(Length Avg: 14.806 Å)

Glue Model 8556
31202 inside tets

4077 gap tets

Table 3.1: Mesh Properties

The generated meshes of different models are illustrated in Figure 2.1

and the mesh statistics are listed in Table 3.1.
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Chapter 4

Nanoindentation Simulations

The general problem where simulation is used to match experimental

data can be stated in simple terms as follows: Given experimental data,

set-up a realistic mathematical model and back-compute the model

parameters from the data within reasonable error bounds. In the case

of the viral capsid nano-indentation simulations as studied in this thesis, the

problem can be stated as follows:

Homogenous model: Given the experimental AFM FZ curve for

the CCMV capsid, obtain the effective material parameter Ecapsid

of the capsid within a least squares error by simulating the AFM

nano-indentation experiment, all other terms remaining constant.

Spring model: Given the experimental AFM FZ curve, and rep-

resentative pentamer material parameters Epentamer and νpentamer,

obtain the effective spring constant kspring of the springs in the

inter-pentamer region within a least squares error, all other terms

remaining constant.
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Glue model: Given the experimental AFM FZ curve, and rep-

resentative pentamer material parameters Epentamer and νpentamer,

obtain the effective glue material parameter Eglue within a least

square error, all other terms remaining constant.

In all three cases, the simulation setup remains the same; only the

parameters being back-calculated vary according to the model. In the following

sections, the simulation setup and the results produced from the simulation

are discussed.

4.1 Simulation

The goal of the simulations is to estimate the Young’s modulus of

the capsid material in each case such that the overall response of the capsid

matches the experimental result. The analysis was performed such that the

conditions of the original homogenous non-uniform geometry nano-indentation

simulation [19] were reproduced as closely as possible in order to compare the

results. The study was performed on the native capsid model only; the swollen

state at high pH was not studied. The simulation set-up was as follows: the

AFM tip was modeled as a 20 nm rigid hemisphere in contact with the viral

capsid. The viral capsid models (homogenous, spring, and glue) was oriented

such that a center of five-fold symmetry was directly in contact with the bot-

tom of the AFM tip. The substrate on which the viral mesh rests was modeled

as a rigid flat plate.
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Although the substrate and hemisphere were meshed, their nodes were

constrained to move rigidly with respect to a reference point; hence they are

non-deformable. Boundary conditions were applied on these reference points

as follows: on the substrate reference point, all motion and rotations were fixed

to be zero, so that the substrate remains fixed in space; on the hemisphere

reference point, all motion and rotation except along the negative y direction

were restrained, representing the indenting action of the AFM tip. The cap-

sid itself was positioned such that at least one node of the capsid mesh was

in contact with the hemisphere and substrate surface to prevent rigid body

motion or rotation.

Contact between both the AFM tip and the substrate with the capsid

was modeled as rough friction, so that nodes of the viral capsid model may

not slide tangentially; this is necessary to ensure that the capsid does not slide

out from under the AFM tip upon applying a force. The contact modeling was

done using ABAQUS contact subroutines, by defining the rigid hemispherical

surface as a master surface and the capsid surface as a slave surface. Similar

conditions were applied on the contact between the substrate and the capsid

surface. Force transmission to the capsid was thus done via contact; no direct

boundary conditions were applied on the capsid itself.

A total displacement of 14 nm, equivalent to the mean radius of the

outer surface of the capsid, was applied on the AFM tip reference point,

ramped over a total virtual time of 1 second with an initial time increment

of 0.01 s and a minimum allowed time increment of 10−5s. Adaptive time
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increments were allowed to hasten the simulation process and was controlled

by the amount of relative error at the end of every time increment.

The capsid was modeled as a neo-Hookean material; the constants C10

and D1 in Equation A.37 are estimated from the Lamé parameters from the

small deformations regime as

C10 =
µ0

2
=

E

4(1 + ν)
(4.1)

D1 =
2

k0

=
6(1− 2ν)

E
(4.2)

where µ0 and k0 are the initial shear and bulk modulus estimates respectively.

Informal comparisons made in [18] showed that the model results for CCMV

capsid nano-indentation studies are insensitive to changes in the Poisson ra-

tio; hence, a slightly compressible initial Poisson ratio ν was set to 0.4 in all

simulations.

The overall steps of the experiment are as follows:

1. Assume an initial Poisson ratio estimate ν for the material. This remains

constant for all simulations.

2. Choose an estimate for the Young’s modulus E.

3. Compute bulk and shear moduli µ0 and k0 as estimates for C10 and D1

and perform nano-indentation simulations.

4. Obtain FZ curve for simulation and compute regression line.
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5. Calibrate E until least squares line slope matches with the linearized

experimental FZ slope.

The effective spring constant for the capsid as a whole was computed

by fitting a regression line to the computed FZ curve, and equating the slope

to the experimental effective spring constant value of 0.15 N/m [30]; the re-

gression line serves as a good tool to estimate the slope of the linear portion

of the FZ curve in the same manner as in the work by Gibbons and Klug[19].

The FZ curves obtained for the homogenous model for various Young’s mod-

ulus estimates, along with their regression lines is shown in Figure 4.4; the

calibration process can be clearly seen.

Once the material parameters for the homogenous models were estab-

lished, the estimated values were used for the pentameric domains in both the

heterogenous cases, and similar experiments were performed on both models.

In the case of the mixed-element model, the spring constants of the springs rep-

resenting non-bonded interactions were tuned until the overall force-response

curves of the model matched with the experimental results. Similarly, in the

case of the glue model, the Young’s modulus of the gap material Egap was tuned

until the simulation force-response curve matched the experimental value. The

FZ curves used for calibrating the material properties of the spring and glue

models are illustrated in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 respectively. Note that the units

of measurement in the plots are nN and Å; the slope to be matched is actually

0.015nN/Å2 as a result.
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Since the stiffness parameter being computed in the case of the spring

model is a spring constant, it is not directly comparable with the results of the

other two models. Hence, a notional Young’s modulus En for the spring-based

heterogenous model is computed for purposes of comparison, using the mean

length of the springs as an initial length l̄ as

En = kspring l̄. (4.3)

Note that the capsomer Young’s modulus is kept constant in both the het-

erogenous models to isolate the effects of the inter-capsomer interaction alone.

An illustration of the set up for all the three cases is provided in Figure 4.1 ∼

4.3.

4.2 Results

The overall response of the homogenous capsid model, after tuning the

Young’s modulus, is shown in Figure 4.7. It is similar to the results obtained

by Gibbons and Klug [19]; a clear region of softening followed by stiffening is

seen. This indicates that the deformation is initially driven predominantly by

compression and later undergoes a transformation to a bending mode, char-

acterized by a lowering of the spring stiffness, consistent with observed exper-

imental behavior. The same behavior is observed in the heterogenous models,

allowing a comparison between the homogenous and the heterogenous cases;

in both the heterogenous cases, more non-linear behavior is observed for the

same effective spring constant.
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Homo Ematerial = 0.001283nN/Å2

Hetero-Spring
Ecapsomer = 0.001283nN/Å2

Kspring = 0.5nN/Å

Espring = 0.0337701nN/Å2

Hetero-Continuum
Ecapsomer = 0.001283nN/Å2

Egap = 0.14166nN/Å2

Table 4.1: Material Properties

The computed material properties of the gap elements are described in

Table 4.1. It is to be noted that in both the simplified and the continuum

heterogenous models, the inter-capsomer gap has a higher stiffness than the

capsomer material itself, indicating the relatively higher strength of the inter-

molecular electrostatic interactions between the capsomers; the absolute values

of the stiffnesses are only representative. An overview of the von-Mises stress

distribution through the three models brings out the differences: while the

stresses are distributed roughly according to geometric nonlinearities in the

simple homogenous model, it can be seen that the stress concentration is higher

in the gap mesh in the heterogenous model relative to the capsomer material.

Furthermore, the spring model shows overall strain energy distribution in the

capsomer material alone; the springs, not shown, carry most of the compressive

stress components.

The von-Mises stress criterion is defined as σv =
√

I2
1 − 3I2 where I1

and I2 are the first and second invariants of the stress tensor. Since the von

Mises stress measure acts as a norm on the stress tensor, it is used to visualize

the stresses in the material cross-section.
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Due to the differential behavior of the gap region with respect to the

capomers and an effective stiffness an order of magnitude higher, there is very

little change in the relative positions of the capsomers; we only see relative

rotation between capsomers, indicating that the rotational degrees of free-

dom between the capsomer contributes to the deformation of the capsid. The

Young’s modulus for the continuum model’s gap material is also observed to

higher than that of the spring model. This is expected since the continuum

model represents a generalization of the spring-based model with infinitesi-

mal springs between the capsomers; the effective Young’s modulus for the gap

material qualitatively represents the summation of these infinitesimal spring

constants to the limit, which can be expected to be higher than the sum

for a finite collection of springs. It is also noted that the continuum model

shows a smoother response compared to the spring-based model, lying roughly

between the completely homogenous response curve and the spring-model re-

sponse curve. The Von-Mises stress distributions for the three models are

illustrated in Figure 4.8 ∼ 4.10.
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Figure 4.1: Undeformed state. (l) Homogenous (m) Spring-based (r) Heteroge-
nous. The upper hemisphere and lower plate are rigid; each color represents a
unique material region.

Figure 4.2: Deformation of the capsid models. (l) Homogenous (m) Spring-
based (r) Heterogenous

Figure 4.3: Cross-sectional view. (l) Homogenous (m) Spring-based (r) Het-
erogenous
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Figure 4.4: Calibration of FZ curve by varying Ecapsid for the homogenous
model. The regression lines are shown in black, along with their equation.
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Figure 4.5: Calibration of FZ curve by varying kspring for the spring model.
The regression lines are shown in black, along with their equation.
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Figure 4.6: Calibration of FZ curve by varying Eglue for the glue model. The
regression lines are shown in black, along with their equation.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the FZ-curves for the three models. Note the non-
linear behavior captured by the heterogenous model.
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Figure 4.8: Von Mises stress distribution for Homogenous model.
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Figure 4.9: Von Mises stress distribution for Spring-based model. Note the
relatively lower value of stresses on the capsomers as compared with the ho-
mogenous mesh.
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Figure 4.10: Von Mises stress distribution for Heterogenous model. Note
that the stresses are much higher on the gap region than on the capsomers
themselves. Bending deformation is also observed to occur primarily along the
gap mesh region.
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Chapter 5

Multi-scale Simulation

5.1 Motivation

The continuum assumption used in modeling and structural simulation

of macroscopic systems has been shown in practice to be exceptionally suc-

cessful in predicting the behavior of such systems. However, the validity of the

continuum approximation becomes questionable as the domain being studied

is reduced to the scale of atomic interactions, since at this level, matter is com-

posed of discrete atoms and various quantum mechanical and electrodynamic

effects come into play, which are not considered in the continuum models.

As a result, a detailed understanding of the behavior of such systems require

that the atomic structure be taken into account, at the expense of increased

complexity.

However, it is not necessary that the continuum approximation is en-

tirely invalid either, since for a system with a large number of atoms, substan-

tial regions essentially act like a continuum; this understanding can be used

to effectively reduce the complexity of the problem. Most recent approaches

towards bridging the atomic and continuum scales have focused on leverag-

ing this feature to reduce the degrees of freedom of the problem. The major
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challenge in this bridging of scales, however, is in the transfer of material be-

havior between the two levels. In case of isotropic and anisotropic periodic

crystals, the Cauchy Born rule[21] is used to achieve equivalence of material

behavior between the atomic and the continuum scales; however, it is appli-

cable only when the deformation gradient is smooth, and does not have any

discontinuities.

In the following sections, current methods for performing such multi-

scale atomistic-continuum simulations are reviewed, and the challenges in-

volved in such simulations are indicated. First, the case of carbon nanotubes,

which represent a simple, regular spatial arrangement of atoms is considered.

This is followed by sections where a few multi-scale methods, namely the

Quasi-Continuum method and the Bridging Scale decomposition method are

described in brief. Then, an extremely simple coupling of the atomistic and

continuum scales is developed as a general example; note that no uniqueness,

existence or stability analyses are performed. Finally, challenges specific to

adapting and extending these methods for nano-indentation simulations in-

volving biological materials are described.

5.2 The Case of Carbon Nanotubes

Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) are allotropes of carbon with a cylindrical

nanostructure, possessing novel properties. From the viewpoint of atomic

arrangement, carbon nanotubes can be visualized as cylinders rolled from a

single sheet of graphite. Their conducting properties are dependent on their
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diameter, and their flexibility and strength are higher than that of conventional

carbon fibers. As a result of these properties, theoretical analysis of carbon

nanotubes is an active topic of research.

Carbon nanotubes can be of two types: single walled nano tubes (SWNT)

and multi-walled nano tubes (MWNT). A SWNT can be taken as a sheet of

graphene that has been rolled into a tube; the MWNT is composed of mul-

tiple such cylinders with closed cap at both ends. The atomic structure of

nanotubes can be described in terms of a chiral vector ~Ch, which indicates the

direction of rolling of the graphene sheet, and a chiral angle θ, which represents

the helicity of the tube. The chiral vector is given by the equation

~Ch = n~a1 +m~a2 (5.1)

where (n,m) represents the number of C-C bonds along the unit di-

rections ~a1 and ~a2 used to describe the chiral vector. The chiral angles of

0◦ to 30◦ are the two limiting cases and are called as the zigzag ((n, 0)) and

armchair ((n, n)) configurations respectively. The chiral vector and the two

configurations are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

Analysis of carbon nanotubes presents an interesting challenge since,

while the properties of the nanotubes arise from atomistic scale behavior based

upon the configuration of the nanotubes, the overall deformation behavior is

studied on a much coarser continuum scale; as a result, a robust method of

analysis which bridges the two scales is required. This is the main basis of

analysis of carbon nanotubes performed in [13, 28, 33, 40].
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Figure 5.1: Carbon nanotube orientation.

On the atomistic scale, the total potential energy of the carbon nan-

otube can be considered as a sum over all bonds of several bond interaction

energies:

U =
∑

Eρ +
∑

Eθ +
∑

Eω +
∑

Eτ + UvdW + Ues (5.2)

where Eρ, Eθ, Eω, Eτ represent the per-bond stretching, angle varia-

tion (between bonds), bond inversion, bond torsion energies; UvdW and Ues

represent the overall van der Waals and electrostatic interaction energies re-
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spectively. The bond energies are approximated by their harmonic forms:

Eρ =
1

2
kb(ρ− ρref )2 (5.3)

Eθ =
1

2
kθ(θ − θref )2 (5.4)

Eω =
1

2
kω(ω − ωref )2 (5.5)

Eτ =
1

2
kτ (1− cos(n(τ − τref ))) (5.6)

where ρ, θ, ω and τ represent the bond length, inter-bond angle, inversion

angle and torsion angle respectively; kb, kθ, kω and kτ represent the force

constants[28]. The subscript ‘ref’ indicates the reference positions. Note that

the unphysical torsion energy is used to compensate for undesirable features

of the energy surface[13]. The van der Waals and electrostatic interactions are

given by their standard forms:

UvdW =
∑
i

∑
j<i

Aij

((
bij
rij

)12

−
(
bij
rij

)6
)

(5.7)

Ues =
∑
i

∑
j<i

kC
qiqj
r2
ij

(5.8)

where rij represents the inter-atom distance, qi and qj the charges of atoms i

and j, and Aij and Bij are Lennard-Jones parameters representing the depth

of the potential well and the separation at which no atomic interaction take

place. kC is a Coulomb’s constant.

On the continuum level, there are two scales of analysis: one, where

the nanotube may be considered as a space truss made of individual beam

elements representing the bonds; and the other, where the entire nanotube is
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considered as a continuum shell with a thickness t and a diameter d. In either

case, the estimation of continuum parameters is done via energy equivalence

in the two scales.

In order to model the nanotube as a space frame, each carbon-carbon

bond is considered to be a beam. Ignoring non-bonded interactions and the

contributions due to torsion, the individual deformation energies - stretching

(Wρ), bending (Wθ) and shear (Wτ ) are equated to the molecular equivalents,

and the material constants are estimated. Consider a beam, with an applied

axial force f , with a cross sectional area A, torsional moment of inertia J and

a bending moment of inertia of I, Young’s modulus Yb, shear modulus Gb and

length L = aC−C , the bond length. Then, axial energy equivalence is given by,

Wρ =
1

2

YbA

L
∆L2

= Eρ =⇒ YbA

L
= kρ (5.9)

Similarly, the following relationships can also be derived:

YbI

L
= kθ (5.10)

GbJ

L
= kτ (5.11)
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From these relations, the beam parameters are estimated[40]:

A = π
kθ
kρ

(5.12)

I =
π

4

(
kθ
kρ

)2

(5.13)

Yb =
k2
ρaC−C

4πkθ
(5.14)

Gb =
kτk

2
ρaC−C

8πkθ
(5.15)

The cross section is chosen so that different properties can be accurately

modeled. For instance, [28] modeled the C-C bond as having a circular cross

section, while [40] used a beam with a rectangular cross section of dimensions b

by h. In the case of a rectangular cross section, the bending moment of inertia

is not axisymmetric; hence for two mutually perpendicular principal directions

η and ξ on the cross section, there are two unique moments of inertia Iηη and

Iξξ. Correspondingly, the geometry related terms change as

A = bh (5.16)

Iξξ =
1

12
b3h (5.17)

Iηη =
1

12
bh3 (5.18)

J = Iξξ + Iηη (5.19)

In either case, beam material properties can be approximated once the

force constants are known; however, the choice of cross-section is arbitrary, and

is chosen for analytical convenience. Once material properties are estimated in
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this fashion, simulation can be performed for different lengths of CNTs under

different loading conditions.

The other continuum scale analysis involves calculating the overall

Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of the nanotube, assuming that it is a

thin cylindrical shell. Note that this analysis uses an intermediate scale to

bridge the atomistic force constants to the continuum material properties.

The armchair nanotube is analyzed here, as an example, as in [13]: consider

a single unit of the armchair, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. In the figure, a and

b represent bond lengths; α is the angle between bonds AC and BC; β is the

angle between bonds AC and CD; φ is the angle between the planes ABC

and ACD. The illustrated unit forms a part of a chain of similar units that

go around the circumference of the nanotube, with n atoms in all along the

circumference; atoms in CD are not counted. Let a total force of 2nf act

axially on the nanotube.

Figure 5.2: A. A single unit of the armchair configuration carbon chain. B.
Half-cut of the armchair unit. C. The curvature angle φ.

Due to symmetry, it is sufficient if we consider only one half of the entire

unit as being deformed(Figure 5.2B). Assuming that bonds do not undergo
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bending (this is a weak assumption; a general case where bond bending is

taken into consideration is analyzed in [40]) or torsion, the contribution to

the deformation comes only from bond stretching and angle variation. From

Figure 5.2B, we can write down the corresponding equilibrium equations:

f sin
(α

2

)
= kρdb (5.20)

fb

2
cos
(α

2

)
= kθ(dα + dβ cosφ) (5.21)

where

cosφ =
tan
(α

2

)
tan β

(5.22)

β and α can be related geometrically as

cos β = cos
(
π − π

2n

)
cos
(α

2

)
(5.23)

resulting in the relation between b and α after simplification:

dα =
2λkρb

2

kθ
cot2

(α
2

) db
b

(5.24)

where

λ =
cot
(α

2

)
sin β

4 cot
(α

2

)
sin β − 2 cos

( π
2n

)
cot β sin

(α
2

) (5.25)

The effective axial strain, given that b = a = aC−C is calculated as,

ε =
d
[
b sin

(α
2

)]
b cos

(α
2

)
=

[
1 + λ

kρ
kθ
a2
C−C cot2

(α
2

)] db
b

(5.26)
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and the circumferential strain becomes,

ε′ =
d
[
a+ b cos

(α
2

)]
[
a+ b cos

(α
2

)]
= −

cos
(α

2

)
[
1 + cos

(α
2

)] (λkρ
kθ
a2
C−C − 1

)
db

b
(5.27)

Now the Young’s modulus and the Poisson ratio can be calculated:

Y =
2nf

(2πdt)ε
(5.28)

ν = −ε
′

ε
(5.29)

Substituting for f , ε and ε′, we get,

Y =
kρ

t sin
(α

2

) [
1 + cos

(α
2

)] [
λ
kρ
kθ
a2
C−C cot2

(α
2

)
+ 1

] (5.30)

ν =

cos
(α

2

)(
λ
kρ
kθ
a2
C−C − 1

)
[
1 + cos

(α
2

)] [
λ
kρ
kθ
a2
C−C cot2

(α
2

)
+ 1

] (5.31)

The Young’s modulus is found to be dependent upon the thickness of the

nanotube, a parameter whose estimates vary by nearly a factor of 10; hence

an alternate definition of Young’s modulus, known as the surface Young’s

modulus is used, defined as YS = Y t.

This multiscale analysis of carbon nanotubes provides a first idea of

the more generalized multiscale analysis required for biological molecules. In

particular, three main differences exist, which need to be addressed:
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• Carbon nanotube analysis involves interactions between neutral entities,

whereas in analyzing biological molecules, we have charged-charged in-

teractions as well.

• The analysis of biological molecules must include the interaction with

the solvent, which is not the case for carbon nanotubes.

• While carbon nanotubes have a regular, geometric arrangement which

makes analysis simpler, the same is not applicable to biological molecules.

5.3 The Case of Regular Lattices

The analysis of regular lattices using multiscale methods is conceptually

similar to the analysis of carbon nanotubes; however, the intermediate scale

where the structure is treated as a space frame is completely skipped and a

direct relation between the atomistic and continuum scales is developed. In the

following subsections, the Quasi-Continuum method and Coupled Simulations

method are described to illustrate the method of bridging these scales.

5.3.1 The Quasi-Continuum method

The Quasicontinuum method, developed by Tadmor, Ortiz and Phillips

[35], provides a framework for eliminating degrees of freedom in a multiscale

simulation, combined with an adaptive model refinement scheme so that full

atomistic detail is retained where required. In order to achieve this goal,

the QC method uses continuum assumptions for behavior of materials at the
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atomic level, specifically the Cauchy Born rule[21]. The underlying atomistic

model is considered to be the ‘correct’ description of the material behavior,

based upon semi-empirical potentials. The model is also assumed to be pe-

riodic ie. the atoms in the material form a lattice so that, given a reference

atom, positions of other atoms may be computed using the Bravais lattice

vectors.

Let a reference configuration of N atoms in a lattice where the position

Xi of atom i can be calculated from the position of a reference atom X0 as

Xi = X0 + liA1 +miA2 + niA3 (5.32)

where (li,mi, ni) are integers and Aj is the jth Bravais lattice vector. The

deformed position of the ith atom xi can be computed from a displacement

vector ui as xi = Xi+ui; the displacement can be taken as a continuous vector

field u(X) with exact values at the atom centers.

Using semi-empirical potentials[15, 42], the total lattice energy Etot

computed from the atomic positions is given as a sum over the energy of

each atom:

Etot =
N∑
i=1

Ei(u) (5.33)

where Ei(u) is specified using different models such as the Embedded Atom

Method [15] or the Stillinger-Weber model [42]. Adding the contribution of

external loads on the atoms fi, the total potential energy of the system from
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the atomistic scale is given by,

φ(u) = Etot(u)−
N∑
i=1

fiui. (5.34)

We seek to minimize this potential and solve for u, by linearizing along an

arbitrary direction and solving iteratively.

The atomistic description, while accurate, has a very high number of

degrees of freedom; hence, a method for removing excessive degrees of free-

dom is required. In QC, the reasoning used is that if the deformation gradi-

ent F changes gradually on the atomic scale, the motion of individual atoms

can be approximated from the positions of a few representative atoms (called

‘repatoms’) using the gradient. Thus, a few atoms are chosen as repatoms in re-

gions where continuum scale behavior can be expected; in regions where atomic

scale interactions play a significant role, all atoms are chosen as repatoms.

Given this reduction then, the total energy Etot is replaced by the approxima-

tion Etot,h:

Etot,h =
N∑
i=1

Ei(u
h) (5.35)

where

uh =

Nrep∑
α1

Sαuα (5.36)

where S represents the chosen interpolation method, and Nrep the number of

representative atoms. This, in itself contributes to a considerable reduction of

the number of degrees of freedom.
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Another related problem involves the computation of the energy and

forces on the atomistic scale which necessitates visiting each atom; this is

avoided by using the Cauchy Born rule to approximate the strain energy in

terms of the atomistic potentials. Accordingly, when the lattice vectors are

deformed according to F as ai = FAi, the strain energy density of a unit

lattice of volume Ω0 in the reference configuration, in terms of F and E0 is

given as,

E(F) =
E0(F)

Ω0

(5.37)

Hence, the approximate total energy becomes,

Etot,h ∼ Etot,h′
=

Ne∑
e=1

ΩeE(Fe) (5.38)

where Ωe is the volume of the element e. Thus, the QC formulation can be

though of as a purely continuum formulation with a constitutive law based on

atomistic potentials rather than on an assumed continuum behavior.

This particular form of the QC method is known as the local QC formu-

lation; this formulation, however, cannot capture defects across interfaces and

surfaces, since the basic Cauchy Born approximation may not hold in these

regions. In order to capture the effects of these details, a nonlocal QC method

is proposed, where Etot,h is made insensitive to non-uniform deformation and

free surfaces.

The non-local QC is formulated in two ways - an energy based and a

force based formulation. In the energy-based formulation, the total energy is
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approximated by summing over only the repatoms instead of all atoms. A

weight nα is associated with each repatom α; nα is high where the density

of repatoms is low and vice versa. The energy of each repatom Eα is then

computed from a deformed neighborhood around the the repatom; from this

energy distribution, the forces on each repatom can be calculated by taking

the derivative.

The force-based QC formulation aims to reduce the force on each degree

of freedom to zero. The force on repatom α in the force-based formulation is

given by,

fα =
N∑
i=1

∂Ei(u
h)

∂uh
∂uh

∂uα
(5.39)

where

∂uh

∂uα
= Sα (5.40)

Hence, the force expression becomes,

fα =
N∑
i=1

∂Ei(u
h)

∂uh
Sα (5.41)

This summation is approximated by visiting a small number of non-intersecting

clusters Cβ around repatoms β, the cluster radius being higher in regions of low

repatom density (similar to the nα term used in the energy based formulation):

fα ∼
Nrep∑
β

nβ

∑
c∈Cβ

∂Etot,h

∂uhc
Sα(Xc)

 (5.42)

Now, the forces on each repatom can be equated to zero for equilibrium.
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Other extensions to QC such as coupled local and nonlocal QC, au-

tomatic mesh adaptation according to the error during computation to iden-

tify regions where refinement is necessary, applications of QC to polycrys-

tals (crystals with distinct regions), elastic and plastic deformation and nano-

indentation. A comprehensive review of the different methods in QC are de-

scribed in [31].

5.3.2 Coupled Atomistic-Continuum simulations

The Quasi-continuum method, although providing a good approxima-

tion of the atomistic material behavior in the continuum sense, gives rise to

fictitious forces in regions of overlap between the two scales, which need to be

handled separately. Klein and Zimmerman[25] proposed a method for coupled

atomistic-continuum simulations where, similar to other coupled methods, a

finite element formulation is employed to solve for displacements on a coarse

scale, and sub-regions of interest are also covered with an atomistic crystal

to obtain their fine-scale displacements. Projection and interpolation opera-

tors are derived for linking the coarse and the fine displacement fields; these

operators, along with a procedure to minimize fictitious forces, allows for an

arbitrary overlap of the two scales. This allows for a non-regular, non-lattice

like configuration, and it allows for the use of different kinds of elements in

the coarse-scale mesh.

The projection from the atomistic scale to the continuum scale and vice
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versa is derived as follows: Let Q be the atomistic displacements, given by

Q =
[
qαqβ . . .qγ

]T
(5.43)

where qα is the displacement of atom α, atoms being indexed by greek letters.

Similarly, the continuum scale nodal displacements are given by,

U =
[
uaub . . .uc

]T
(5.44)

where ua is the displacement of node a, nodal indices written in latin letters.

Some of the displacements on the atomistic and continuum scales are

specified as boundary conditions; let them be denoted by the sets Q̂ and

Û for the atomistic and continuum boundary conditions respectively. The

continuum displacement field can now be interpolated to find the location of

any atom:

u(Xα) =
∑
nodes

Na(Xα)ua (5.45)

where Xα is the position of the atom in the reference configuration, and Na is

the shape function associated with node a.

In general, the continuum and atomistic displacement fields are related

as, {
Q

Q̂

}
= N

{
U

Û

}
+

{
Q′

0

}
(5.46)

where

N =

[
NQU NQÛ

NQ̂U NQ̂Û

]
(5.47)
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Since the interpolated atomic displacements are only approximations

of the true positions, the difference in atomic displacements q̄α is given by,

q̄α =
∑
nodes

Na(Xα)ua (5.48)

The prescribed nodal displacements Û are computed by minimizing the

error term:

e =
[
Q−NQUU−NQÛÛ

]
·
[
Q−NQUU−NQÛÛ

]
(5.49)

The prescribed nodal displacements, after the minimization step, are given by,

Û = M−1

ÛÛ

[
NT

QÛ
Q−NT

QÛ
NQUU

]
(5.50)

where,

MÛÛ = NT
QÛ

NQÛ (5.51)

The prescribed atomic displacements correspondingly can be computed

to be

Q̂ =
[
NQ̂U −NQ̂ÛM−1

ÛÛ
NT

QÛ
NQU

]
U + NQ̂ÛM−1

ÛÛ
NT

QÛ
Q (5.52)

The above two prescribed displacements are simplified as{
Û

Q̂

}
=

[
BÛQ BÛU

BQ̂Q BQ̂U

]{
Q
U

}
(5.53)
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where

BÛQ = M−1

ÛÛ
NT

QÛ
(5.54)

BÛU = −BÛQNQU (5.55)

BQ̂Q = NQ̂ÛBÛQ (5.56)

BQ̂U = NQ̂U −BQ̂QNQU (5.57)

Thus, we have a method for performing projections to and from the

continuum and atomic scales, and interpolations to and from the prescribed

displacements.

To solve for the unprescribed displacements, equilibrium equations need

to be developed derived from the total potential energy of the coupled atomistic-

continuum system. The potential energy of the coupled system is expressed

as

Π(Q,U) = ΠQ + ΠU − FQ ·Q− FU ·U (5.58)

where ΠQ represents the potential energy in the bonds of the crystal, ΠU is

the strain energy density integrated over the continuum, and FQ and FU are

external forces acting on the atoms and the finite element nodes respectively.

The equations of static equilibrium derived from the potential energy
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Π(Q,U) is given by

RQ =
∂Π

∂Q
(5.59)

=
∂ΠQ

∂Q
+
∂ΠQ

∂Q̂

∂Q̂

∂Q
+
∂ΠU

∂Û

∂Û

∂Q
− FQ (5.60)

=
∂ΠQ

∂Q
+ BT

Q̂Q

∂ΠQ

∂Q̂
+ BT

ÛQ

∂ΠU

∂Û
− FQ (5.61)

= 0 (5.62)

RU =
∂Π

∂U
(5.63)

=
∂ΠU

∂U
+
∂ΠU

∂Û

∂Û

∂U
+
∂ΠQ

∂Q̂

∂Q̂

∂U
− FU (5.64)

=
∂ΠU

∂U
+ BT

ÛU

∂ΠU

∂Û
+ BT

Q̂U

∂ΠQ

∂Q̂
− FU (5.65)

= 0 (5.66)

Linearizing about Q and U and writing in a matrix notation, we get,[
KQQ KQU

KUQ KUU

]{
δQ
δU

}
= −

{
RU

RQ

}
(5.67)

with

KQQ =
∂2ΠQ

∂Q∂Q
+ BT

Q̂Q

∂2ΠQ

∂Q̂∂Q
+

∂2ΠQ

∂Q∂Q̂
BQ̂Q +

BT
Q̂Q

∂2ΠQ

∂Q̂∂Q̂
BQ̂Q + BT

ÛQ

∂2ΠU

∂Û∂Û
BÛQ (5.68)

(5.69)
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KQU = KT
UQ =

∂2ΠQ

∂Q∂Q̂
BQ̂U + BT

Q̂Q

∂2ΠQ

∂Q̂∂Q̂
BQ̂U +

BT
ÛQ

∂2ΠU

∂Û∂U
+ BT

ÛQ

∂2ΠU

∂Û∂Û
BÛU (5.70)

KUU =
∂2ΠU

∂U∂U
+ BT

ÛU

∂2ΠU

∂Û∂U
+

∂2ΠU

∂U∂Û
BÛU +

BT
ÛU

∂2ΠU

∂Û∂Û
BÛU + BT

Q̂U

∂2ΠQ

∂Q̂∂Q̂
BQ̂U (5.71)

This tangent matrix can be used with a Newton-Raphson formulation

to solve the coupled system of equations; however, the exact form of Π needs to

be derived. This is obtained from the Cauchy-Born rule as in the QC method,

modified for non-local interactions. The details of the modified Cauchy-Born

rule are described in [25].

5.4 A Simple Example

Although the inverse simulation as described in Chapter 4 allows us to

connect the model parameters to experimental data, it does not provide any

reasonable confirmation of the model’s correctness. Furthermore, in the case

of experiments such as viral capsid nano-indentation, the actual deformation

occurs on an atomic scale while the simulations are done on a continuum

scale; a method to bridge these scales of analysis which satisfies conservation

laws is necessary to allow for verification and correct interpretation of the

continuum simulation results. For instance, although the simulations described

in the previous chapters provided a reasonable picture of the deformation
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of the capsid, the exact material properties of the ‘glue’ region could only

be specified relative to the material properties of the pentamer regions; an

absolute measure of the material property can only be obtained by computing

the inter-pentamer forces on an atomic level and equating them to energies at

the continuum level.

At the most simplest level, consider that the atomic scale description

is completely embedded in the continuum description of the domain Ω. Let

the reference configuration be given by X and the deformed configuration be

given by x = φ(X). Let the atoms be present at locations Xα; superscripted

greek letters denote atomic positions. Let δν be a virtual displacement field,

given in terms of the continuous domain decomposition as

δν(x) =
n∑
0

Nj(x)δνj (5.72)

where δνj is a virtual displacement applied to the node j. Obviously,

xi = Xi + δνi. The motions of the atomic centers δqα can be given by,

δqα =
n∑
0

Nj(X
α)δνj (5.73)

Since each atom has a finite radius, say rα, assuming that atoms are infinites-

imal points is not valid. Instead, the continuum volume is derived from the

atomic description, taking into account the extents of each atom. Accordingly,

the volume of the domain is computed by defining a mass density function by

using a Gaussian centered at each atom α. Without loss of generality (since

this derivation is equally applicable in the deformed and reference coodinates),
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let the position of atom α be xα. Then,

ρ(x) =
∑
α

ρα(x) (5.74)

ρα(x) = ρα0 e
3|x−xα|2/2σ2

, if |x− xα| < rα

ρα(x) = 0, otherwise.

Usually, σ is taken to be proportional to rα; ρα0 is taken to be unity.

Accordingly, the region of space where ρ(r) evaluates to non-zero forms the

domain under study, and the deformations can be discretized using the dis-

cretization in Equation 5.72. This ensures that the continuum domain always

follows the atomic domain, respecting the extents of each atom, and ensuring

that each atom is embedded within the continuum domain. The domain is

illustrated in Figure 5.3.

Let the resting potential energy due to inter-atomic interactions be

denoted by U0(X); obviously, U0 is completely determined by the initial con-

figuration of the atoms. Let Uφ(x) be the potential energy distribution in the

atom after a deformation has been applied. This potential could be computed

using any suitable means - simple Coulomb law, Lennard-Jones etc; however,

for using the Lennard-Jones potential, modifications must be made to the ge-

ometric mapping so that the radius of each atom is also maintained. Finally,

let fα be the force acting on atom α undergoing a displacement δqα. Then,

the total work done δW is equal to the change in the total potential energy
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Figure 5.3: Reference and Deformed Configurations, showing the virtual
atomic and continuum displacements.

across the domain:

δU =

∫
v

Uφdv +

∫
V

([∑
α

(fα · δqα)δ(X−Xα)

]
− U0

)
dV = δW (5.75)

Note that the integration over Uφ(x) is performed over the deformed

domain, while the integration for the forces and initial potential is performed

over the reference volume.

This work is the sum of the work done by the forces and the stored

strain energy, given by A.25:

δW =

∫
v

σ : δddv −
∫
v

f · δνdv −
∫
∂v

t · δνda (5.76)
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where f and t represent body and traction forces respectively.

Let δG denote the residual

δG = δW − δU (5.77)

Linearizing about an arbitrary direction u, we obtain,

δG+DδG[u] = 0 (5.78)

DδG[u] = −δG (5.79)

DδW [u]−DδU [u] = −δG (5.80)

Following this step, the term DδW [u] is linearized in the standard fash-

ion, based upon the applied loads and material properties as in Appendix A.

The expansion of DδU [u] is more complicated, and depends upon the method

of approximating the potential; however, ultimately it depends upon the vir-

tual atomic displacements, interpolated from the virtual displacement field.

Following this linearization step, a suitable algorithm such as the Newton-

Raphson iteration may be used to solve for the displacements.

5.5 Estimation of Material Parameters

The term δU that is used in the previous step represents the atomic

scale potentials; however, computing this potential energy for every load step

is expensive. Instead, a bridging of scales from the molecular to an intermedi-

ate mesoscopic scale may be done in the same spirit as the carbon nanotube
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analysis as previously described, so that the problem can be solved mostly in

the structural domain. The first challenge that faces analysis in the mesoscopic

scale, where each bond is represented as a beam which can undergo bending,

stretch and torsion, is that biological molecules are made of varied atoms in

different hierarchical levels of organization, as opposed to the simple organi-

zation seen in CNTs or lattices. As a result, the number of degrees of freedom

for simulation are much higher than in CNTs, and interactions, both bonded

and non-bonded, are present; hence both these issues need to be addressed.

Coarse grained approaches have been developed in the recent past for

performing fast folding and docking computations for solvated proteins; these

approaches, known as Elastic Network Models (ENMs), model the protein as

a network of beads connected by elastic springs[37]. The Go model is a simple

example of an ENM, where each amino acid in the protein is modeled as a single

bead; the structure is biased towards the native configuration using simple

attractive or repulsive interactions between beads. We may use such a coarse

grained approach to reduce the degrees of freedom involved. In [9], proteins

are coarse-grained by building a hierarchical clustering of atoms according

to the hierarchy observed in protein structures. Although various levels of

clustering exist in the hierarchy of proteins, we would only be interested in

clustering atoms belonging to a single amino acid into groups of three- or five-

bead structures, according to predefined templates, since any higher levels of

coarsening results in a loss of information. Each of these beads, called as

pseudo-atoms, are assigned a charge and radius; inter-pseudo atomic bonds
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are characterized by the types of the participating pseudo-atoms.

Once DOF reduction has been performed in this manner, atomic po-

tentials can be approximated in the mesoscopic model by modeling the bonded

and non-bonded interactions as beams and non-linear springs respectively as

in Eqns 5.2; this step forms the energy conserving scale-bridging between the

atomic and the mesoscopic scales. Prior work by [24] outlines the method of

determining force constants for bonds between pseudoatoms; the beam pa-

rameters used can then be derived on a per bond type basis from an analysis

similar to Eqns 5.3 ∼ 5.6, 5.9 ∼ 5.19.

Although the simplified analysis performed in the previous section does

not include the non-bonded interactions, they do play a major role in deter-

mining the deformation of protein structures. The non-bonded parameters,

given by the Lennard Jones potential (Eqn 5.7), Coulomb interactions (Eqn

5.8) and solvation energy (Eqn 5.82) require some more derivation to be used

in terms of bond length variations. Estimating the parameters Aij and bij for

pseudoatom types i and j is also discussed in [24].

In general, the non-bonded potential energy Unb is given as:

Unb = UvdW + Ues + Usolv (5.81)

Usolv = γA (5.82)

The overall energy is then computed by summing over all bonds and

non-bonded interacting pairs as in Eqns 5.2,5.7 and 5.8.
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Here, Usolv represents the solvation potential energy, which appears

since the virus is modeled in solution instead of in air. γ represents a solvent

dependent term; A represents the surface area of the model which is accessible

to the solvent, known as the Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA). Since

this term cannot be modeled on a per-pseudoatom basis, it is carried over

directly to the mesoscopic scale. Computing the SASA requires applying a

Gaussian at each pseudoatom center similar to Eqn 5.74 and computing the

total surface area over the entire protein that can be accessed by a pseudoatom

representing a molecule of the solvent.

In order to bridge scales between the mesoscopic and the macroscopic

scales, the material parameters in the macroscopic scale need to be known in

order to compute the strain energy; however, these parameters are not known a

priori , and need to be either derived from first principles using the mesoscopic

scale model, or from experimental results. The bottom-up approach in the for-

mer case is similar in spirit to the scale bridging done between the mesoscopic

and macroscopic scales in CNTs; it involves setting up loading experiments

in the mesoscopic scale and measuring the corresponding deformation in the

continuum scale to estimate the material parameters. However, in the case

of proteins, this bridging step is complicated by multiple issues which weren’t

present in the case of CNTs: first, unlike CNTs, all atoms are not of the same

type. Hence, deformations may not be uniform across the domain; this needs

to be accounted for in the continuum scale model. Secondly, the arrangement

of atoms is not regular. As a result, loading and boundary conditions cannot
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be directly transferred from mesoscopic to continuum scale representations;

approximations need to be made. Finally, the loading simulations must be

performed on the whole body since no single repeating unit is present, as

in the case of CNTs; this necessarily involves performing simulations on the

mesoscopic scale model, coarsening to the continuum scale at every load step

and building a deformation gradient profile from which the material properties

of the continuum scale model are to be computed. This step is unavoidable

for estimating material parameters via a sound theoretical approach from first

principles.

A method of estimating material coefficients for a representative volume

element(RVE) of a polymer material is presented in [10] which can be used

as a starting point in the biological case. In this method, virtual(numerical)

experiments are performed on a representative volume of a polymer molecular

model to estimate the material parameters. The algorithm is as follows:

1. A cube D of the material of size L0×L0×L0 is taken with ND particles,

such that the polymerization is randomly generated.

2. This set of atoms is allowed to assume a relaxed equilibrium position to

form the initial RVE.

3. Uniform tractions are then applied to opposite faces of the cubes by

equally dividing up the net force among all boundary atoms of D.

4. The resulting principal stretches λ1, λ2 and λ3 are measured as λ1 =

LX/LX0 etc., where LX indicates the deformed length in the X direction,
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and LX0 is the equilibrium length of the relaxed RVE. Since individual

atoms on each face may move differently, the overall average position of

all the atoms on a face is taken to be the face’s position, and the different

in the positions of the two faces is taken to be the deformed length.

5. The experiment is repeated in all three principal directions and the Ja-

cobian can be calculated as J =
√
λ1λ2λ3.

6. In order to achieve energy equivalence, the total energy ED in D is

computed, and equated to the continuum energy density W as

ED
V0

= W (5.83)

where V0 is the undeformed volume of the RVE.

7. A material model (say linear isotropic) is assumed for the RVE, and

model parameters such as Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio are ob-

tained by back-calculation from the strain energy density expression for

the model.

It must be ensured that the constants computed are independent of the size

of the RVE; hence, the dimensions of the RVE is increased until the computed

values of the material parameters do not change. Furthermore, since a sin-

gle randomly generated polymerization may not represent the general case of

polymer configuration across the bulk, multiple random polymerization config-

urations are generated and the above procedure done; a statistically significant

value is then picked as the material property. This method, with appropriate
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modifications for viral capsids, shows significant promise for computing the

continuum scale properties of the capsid, especially the pentameric regions.

Even after estimating material parameters, scale bridging simulation in

the spirit of the Quasicontinuum method needs a means of equating energy

between the continuum and the mesoscopic scales at an infinitesimal level.

This was done by the Cauchy Born rule in the case of regular lattices (refer

to the Quasicontinuum method above) and by the assumption that a ring of

armchair units is equivalent to a continuum tube of a given thickness and di-

ameter in the case of CNTs; the underlying assumption was that the atomic

scale organization is regular, and that all atoms were of the same type. How-

ever, both of these assumptions are not valid in the case of proteins. Hence,

while an error norm can be constructed by computing strain energy in the

continuum scale to determine the refinement required, a clear, ab initio means

of bridging energies is still required to translate stresses into atomic forces in

regions where a switch occurs between the continuum and mesoscopic scales.

The derivation for the energy of the representative volume element, as de-

scribed in the previous paragraph, forms an equivalent bridging step between

the mesoscopic and the continuum scales similar to the Cauchy-Born rule, and

may be extended appropriately for viral capsids.

5.6 Multi-scale Challenges in Capsid Nano-indentation

Thus, although the atomistic-continuum scale bridging methods dis-

cussed in the previous sections have been successful in capturing the behavior
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of nanoscale materials, a number of obstacles must be overcome before they

can be used for biological systems. In particular, a clear means of specifying

the geometric and energetic models used at different levels of coarsening need

to be specified in order to properly determine the material parameterization

at each level. Each of these geometric and energetic models and the unknown

material parameters to be used for the different levels are indicated in Figure

5.4.

Atomistic Meso Macro

Geometry 
all atom radius + 
centers

coarse graining + balls + 
beams continuum

Energy Model Harmonic potentials lumped spring energies
Strain energy using 
neoHookean model

nonbonded energies lumped nonbonded energies
solvation term lumped solvation energy

Material Parameters
bond energies(k_b, 
k_!, k_") beam params (E,I,J,A)

Young's modulus (E) 
Poisson ratio(!)

LJ parameters(Aij, 
Bij) lumpedLJ params (Aij, Bij)
solvent (") lumped solvent gamma

Figure 5.4: Geometric models, Energy models and Material parameters re-
quired at different levels of Coarsening.

Firstly, a method of coarsening the model from one level to the other is

required. While a natural coarsening is already present between the mesoscale

and continuum models, an explicit coarsening step from the atomistic to the

mesoscopic scale has not been clearly defined. This coarsening involves two

steps: a geometric coarsening, where the atoms belonging to a single amino

acid are grouped into 3- or 5-bead configurations known as pseudoatoms; and

an energetic coarsening, where the harmonic bond potentials are equated with
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the deformation energies of a beam representing a bond between the pseu-

doatoms.

In this case, the following issues are still unsolved: first, a clear method

of coarse-graining the back-bone, which is an active area of research; second,

a method of estimating the ensemble bond energy between two pseudoatoms.

Estimation of the non-bonded interaction parameters also poses a major chal-

lenge in bridging energy between the atomic and the mesoscale systems.

Secondly, the set of experiments that one needs to do to perform a

simulation of the physics behind nano-indentation needs to be defined. The

method of determining the mesoscopic scale and continuum scale material

properties for the capsid is one such experiment; the independent variables

being the forces applied on the coarser scale, and the depended variable being

the material constants. This is done by equating the energy of a representa-

tive element(say a single bond in the atomistic-mesoscale bridging step, or an

RVE in the mesoscale-continuum bridging step) in the two scales, and back-

calculating the material parameters: E, A, J , I, Aij, bij and γ in the meso

scale from kb, kθ, kτ in the atomic scale; Ecapsid, ν from the mesoscopic scale.

The other simulation that can be performed is the capsid nanoinden-

tation simulations; in this case, the forces being applied, and the boundary

conditions, for the independent variables; the displacements form the depen-

dent variables. By using adaptive refinement methods such as the repatom

concept from the QC method, complexity can be controlled and restricted to

where necessary. The two simulations to be performed after the scale bridging
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between meso- and continuum scales are listed in Figure 5.5.

Experiment Independent Dependent Computation path

Compute Ec and nu
Forces applied in 
meso scale

principal stretches(direct); 
C10, D1 indirect

compute meso scale energy from 
meso scale forces.
divide by volume of RVE and 
equate to energy density for 
neoHookean.

Deformation (noncontact)
Forces applied on 
continuum scale deformation field u

standard FEM simulation as in 
continuum scale.
DOF reduction via repatom 
concept from QC

Figure 5.5: Multiscale experiments to be performed.

However, a few other major challenges need to be addressed before the

simulations can be performed effectively. First, it should be noted that the

deformations are peformed under water, and solvation effects play a major

role in affecting the energetics at each scale of analysis. Hence, a clear method

of determining the contribution of solvation at different levels of complexity

needs to be defined. While this term has been defined clearly in the atomistic

scale, equivalent descriptions in the mesoscopic scale and continuum scales

still need to be determined; in particular, the problem of simulating solvation

in the continuum scale is a hard problem.

Furthermore, the problem of nano-indentation necessarily involves con-

tact mechanics. While nano-indentation studies have been performed before

on simple, lattice structures[34], biological nano-indentation studies involve

varying contact surfaces, which add a transient term to the energy equation

which cannot be analytically modeled. Hence, a comprehensive method, which

addresses these issues adequately is necessary to perform a multiscale analysis

of viral capsid nanoindentation.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

Nano-indentation studies form an essential method of probing and un-

derstanding the mechanical behavior of nano-scale biological structures. A

large body of experimental results exists for nano-indentation study of viral

capsids, and a physically accurate model of capsid behavior would be of im-

mense value in a range of fields from pathology to nano-material synthesis.

While experimental studies using Atomic Force Microscopy allows us to un-

derstand the overall behavior of a viral capsid, they lack sufficient detail to

provide an insight into the contributing factors; the underlying reasons for such

behavior can only be inferred by constructing realistic models, simulating the

experiments and comparing with experimental results. However, comparison

with a single experimental result does not provide evidence for the validity

of the model itself; additional experimentation is needed in order to conclude

with sufficient confidence that the model proposed indeed reproduces physi-

cally observed phenomena accurately.

Prior work involved proposing models of increasing complexity, which

enabled researchers to infer the different factors which affect the capsid defor-

mation behavior. First, material non-linearity was found to be a contributing
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factor, followed by geometric non-homogenity. In this thesis, two such models

which extend upon ideas in prior work were proposed for studying the struc-

tural behavior of the CCMV capsid, based upon its observed organization.

Simulation was performed and tuned to match with experimental results; the

model parameters that were inferred showed that there is a differential con-

tribution to the deformation from the intra- and inter-capsomer regions, and

that the inter-capsomer region was far stiffer than the capsomers themselves.

The simulation methodology and results were presented in Chapter 4.

However, the continuum scale analysis of nano-materials can only pro-

vide a coarse level idea of the underlying factors affecting the behavior, and

may not capture the energetics of the deformation accurately. This can be

achieved by an all-atom simulation of the entire capsid. Such a simulation,

however, would be prohibitively expensive due to the large number of degrees

of freedom involved; hence, multiple methods available currently for bridging

the continuum scale and the atomistic scale of analysis are studied for rele-

vance and applicability for studying the nano-indentation response of capsids.

A review of two such methods was provided in Chapter 5.

Future research would involve implementing the actual nano-indentation

simulation in the framework of the multi-scale methods; multiple challenges

arise, each of which need to be tackled separately to apply these methods to

biological systems. Further study could also involve estimating the individ-

ual homogenized Young’s moduli of the intra- and inter- capsomer regions;

the numbers produced in this thesis represent only the relative stiffness of
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one with respect to the other, and not the absolute stiffnesses. Such a study

would ensure that an energetically accurate model of the capsid is developed,

which can then be used in other fields to study their viability for drug delivery,

nano-material design and innoculation.
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Appendix A

Theoretical Background

A.1 Notation

The theory of non-linear large-deformation continuum hyperelasticity

is developed in the Lagrangian sense, ie. the equations of motion are described

in terms of a fixed reference frame, as opposed the Eulerian sense. Ω represents

a reference configuration, which is the initial undeformed state of the domain.

ω represents a deformed configuration, and is described with respect to the

reference configuration. X is any point on the reference configuration, and

x represents the corresponding point in the deformed configuration, with the

transformation represented by x = φ(X). V and v represent the volumes in the

reference and deformed configurations, and ∂v represents the boundary of the

deformed volume. u and δν represents a small change in the location x from

one deformed configuration to another deformed configuration; these are used

as virtual displacements in the formulation of the virtual work equilibrium

equations. f is a body force and t is a traction force which is being applied

to the body. Finally, N and n represent the normals on the surface of the

reference and the deformed configurations. In general, capitalized variables

P , V , X represent the reference configuration and lower-case variables p, v,

x etc. represent the deformed configuration; bold letters represent vectors or
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tensors; normal weight represents scalar quantities. Variables are defined at

the point of first use.

A few operations are also commonly performed in the following theo-

retical discussion. The double contraction of two tensors A and B is defined

as

A : B = tr(ATB). (A.1)

The dyadic or tensor product of two vectors u and v gives a tensor

u⊗ v and is given by,

(u⊗ v)w = (w · v)u. (A.2)

Also, if f is a scalar and v is a vector, then the following holds:

∇(fv) = f∇v + v ⊗∇f. (A.3)

Finally, the third order alternating tensor E is defined as,

E = eijk;

eijk =
(j − i)(k − i)(k − j)

2
. (A.4)

A.1.1 The Deformation Gradient Tensor

The deformation gradient tensor F represents the transformation be-

tween the reference and the deformed configurations.

dx = FdX (A.5)

Fij =
∂xi
∂Xj
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Here, F is the deformation gradient tensor, dx and dX are the positions of an

arbitrary point in the domain in the deformed and the reference configurations.

The deformation gradient tensor forms the basis of most of hyperelastic theory.

The invariants for this second-order tensor are the following:

I1 = tr(F) = Fijδij (A.6)

I2 = 0.5(FijFij − FiiFjj) (A.7)

I3 = detF = J (A.8)

wherere, J is the Jacobian of the transformation.

F also is used to define the transformation of volume and area elements.

dv = JdV (A.9)

nda = JF−1NdA (A.10)

where dv and dV represent the volume elements, n and N represent the nor-

mals and da and dA represent area elements in the deformed and the reference

configurations representatively.

Furthermore, note that the following holds. If x = X + u, then

∂x

∂X
= I +

∂u

∂X

F = I +∇0u (A.11)

where the ∇0 operator indicates the gradient with respect to the reference

configuration.
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A.1.2 The Lagrange-Green Strain Tensor

The Lagrange-Green Strain tensor represents the strain under the the-

ory of hyperelasticity ie. the relative change in length between the reference

and the deformed configurations of the body. Consider a length element, ds

and dS in the deformed and the reference configurations respectively. Then,

ds2 = dx.dx (A.12)

dS2 = dX.dX (A.13)

Defining the difference in the lengths ds2 − dS2 = 2dX.Edx,

ds2 − dS2 = dx.dx− dX.dX

=⇒ = FdX.FdX− dX.dX

=⇒ E = 0.5(FTF− I) (A.14)

Here, E is define as the Lagrange-Green strain tensor. Furthermore, we define

C = FTF (A.15)

=⇒ E = 0.5(C− I) (A.16)

where C is known as the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor.

A.2 Static Equilibrium

A.2.1 Statement of Equilibrium

In order to derive the static equilibrium equations, we make use of

the deformed configuration of the body ω, and use the fact that equilibrium
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involves that the sum of all forces acting on the body vanishes. This gives,∫
∂v

tda+

∫
v

fdv = 0 (A.17)

We make use of the relation between the applied traction force t and the

Cauchy stress tensor σ to write the above equilibrium equation in terms of

the stress tensor. ∫
∂v

σnda+

∫
v

fdv = 0 (A.18)

The first term is involving an integral over the surface of the deformed con-

figuration is converted into an integral over the volume by the Gauss theorem

as ∫
v

(div σ + f)dv = 0 (A.19)

Since this expression should be satisfied in any subvolume of the entire domain,

we conclude that the integrand function must vanish, i.e.,

r = div σ +

∫
v

fdv = 0 (A.20)

Here, r is known as the residual force. During a non-linear equation solution

procedure, the residual force is the term which is minimized and driven to

zero.

Since the finite element formulation is usually made in terms of a weak

formulation, we derive the virtual work representation using the arbitrary

virtual velocity δν. This implies

δw = r.δν = 0 (A.21)
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Equation ?? is with respect to any point in the deformed configuration.

Integrating over the entire volume gives the total virtual work done over the

entire domain

δW =

∫
v

(div σ + f).δνdv = 0. (A.22)

Expanding the traction term using the chain rule for divergence,

div(σδν) = (div σ).δνdv + σ : ∇δν (A.23)

and expanding in A.22, we get∫
∂v

n · σδνda−
∫
v

σ : ∇δνdv +

∫
v

f · δν = 0. (A.24)

The gradient of δν is written as δl, known as the virtual velocity gra-

dient. δl can further be broken down into the symmetric tensor δd, which

represents the virtual rate of deformation, and an antisymmetric virtual spin

tensor δw which vanishes due to the symmetric nature of σ. Hence, the weak

work equation is given by,

δW =

∫
v

σ : δddv −
∫
v

f · δνdv −
∫
∂v

t · δνda = 0 (A.25)

This equation represents the equilibrium of a deformable body, and will

be used in later sections to illustrate the discretization for analyzing using the

finite element method.
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A.2.2 The Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress Tensor

The derivation in this case is similar to the First Piola-Kirchhoff stress

tensor; however, the forces are compared in the reference configuration using

areas in the reference configuration.

dp = σnda

Now,

dP = F−1dp

=⇒ dP = F−1σnda

=⇒ dP = F−1σJF−1NdA (A.26)

Defining a second Piola Kirchoff stress tensor S as dP = SNdA, we

get,

SNdA = F−1σJF−1NdA

=⇒ S = F−1σJF−1 (A.27)

=⇒ σ = FSJF (A.28)

This measure is more amenable to finite element formulations since

the strain energy computed using this stress tensor, with the Lagrange-Green

strain tensor is equivalent to the strain energy computed using the small de-

formations theory, allowing one to compare the results. This can be shown

easily as follows.
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The rate of deformation tensor δd can be considered as a transforma-

tion of the time derivative of Lagrange-Green strain tensor into the deformed

coordinates:

δd = F−T δĖF−1 (A.29)

Furthermore, using A.27, we can convert the internal work representa-

tion δWint from the deformed configuration to the reference configuration as

follows:

δWint =
∫
v
σ : δddv (A.30)

=⇒ =
∫
V
Jσ : (F−T δĖF−1)dV (A.31)

=⇒ =
∫
V

S : δĖdV (A.32)

This indicates that S and Ė are work conjugate in a similar fashion to

σ and δd.

A.3 Hyperelasticity

A.3.1 Constitutive Equations

Constitutive equations are the equations which describe the properties

of a material. The analysis in the following sections will involve only the

second Piola - Kirchoff stress tensor and will not use the first stress tensor.

Properties of elastic materials can be described by providing an appropriate
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strain energy function, Ψ(C(X),X). In this case, the following are evident:

Ψ̇ =
∂Ψ

∂C
: Ċ

=⇒ =
1

2
S : Ċ

S(C(X),X) = 2
∂Ψ

∂C
=
∂Ψ

∂E
(A.33)

The relationship between the second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor and

the Lagrange-Green strain tensor can be given by relating the directional

derivatives of S and E as

DS[u] = C : DE[u] (A.34)

=⇒ CIJKL =
∂SIJ
∂EKL

(A.35)

Here, C is the 4th order elastic coefficients tensor.

Since the work conjugacy exhibited by σ and S are equivalent, the cor-

responding pushed-forward 4th order elastic coefficients tensor in the deformed

configuation for the Cauchy stress tensor is denoted by,

Dσ[u] = c : Dd[u] (A.36)

where c is known as the Eulerian or spatial elasticity tensor.

A.3.2 Compressible Neo-Hookean Material

Once an expression for Ψ is given in terms of E or C, the stress tensor

and the material elastic coefficients can be derived easily. For a simple Hookean
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model for instance, Ψ = 0.5CEE is used as a strain energy function. In

particular, for a neo-Hookean model, as used in hyperelasticity simulations,

the strain energy function used is given as,

Ψ =
µ

2
(I1 − 3) +

1

2
λ(log J)2 − µ log J (A.37)

Here, λ and µ represent the Lame coefficients.

The second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor and the Cauchy stress tensor

can be found from this expression to be

S = µ(I−C−1) + λ(ln J)C−1 (A.38)

σ =
µ

J
(FFT − I) +

λ

J
(ln J)I (A.39)

The Eulerian spatial elasticity tensor is given, after some algebra, by,

cijkl = λ′δijδkl + µ′(δikδjl + δilδjk) (A.40)

where the effective Lame constants are given by,

λ′ =
λ

J
(A.41)

µ′ =
µ− λ ln J

J
(A.42)

In the case of small strains where J approximately 1, then λ′ = λ and

µ′ = µ and the standard fourth-order tensor used in linear elastic analysis is

recovered.
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A.4 Linearization

A.4.1 Approach

Since the equilibrium equations derived in the previous steps are non-

linear, problems involving simulation of non-linear material properties are

solved by linearizing the equations and iteratively solving them until a so-

lution is found. In general, consider a nonlinear problem

F(x) = 0. (A.43)

Consider an initial guess x0 and an increment u, and let ε > 0 be a

small scalar. Then, we can obtain a non-linear function F(ε) as

F(ε) = F(x0 + εu). (A.44)

Expanding using the Taylor series and ignoring the second and higher

order derivatives, we get,

F(x0 + εu)− F(x0) = ε
d

dε ε=0
F(x0 + εu) (A.45)

Denoting the derivative on the right hand side by the D notation, we

obtain,

DF(x0)[u] =
d

dε ε=0
F(x0 + εu) (A.46)

Now, considering the nonlinear equation in A.43, we get,

F(x0) +DF(x0)[u] = 0

=⇒ DF(x0)[u] = −F(x0) (A.47)
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Denoting

DF(x0)[u] = Ku, (A.48)

where K is known as the tangent matrix, we end up with the linear

equation,

Ku = −F(x0) = −R(x0) (A.49)

which is solved using the Newton-Raphson method.

A.4.2 The Newton-Raphson method

The Newton-Raphson method is an iterative algorithm for solving the

linearized non-linear equations. Let x0 denote an initial guess for a solution.

Let xk denote a solution at any given iteration k.The Newton-Raphson itera-

tion procedure makes use of equation at every iteration step until u vanishes,

at which point the process has converged; at each step, xk is updated with u to

act as an initial guess for the next iteration. The overall recursive formulation

for the Newton-Raphson iteration is as follows:

x0 = 0; (A.50)

K(xk)u = −R(xk);

xk+1 = xk + u. (A.51)

However, the Newton-Raphson procedure in the presented form is de-

ficient and is susceptible to poorly conditioned tangent matrices. In order to
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avoid this problems, other methods such as the Conjugate Gradient method

are used.

A.5 Discretization

A.5.1 Linearization of virtual work

Consider a small virtual velocity δν for a particle x in the deformed

configuration. The resultant virtual work equation then satisfies A.25 which

is repeated here for convenience:

δW (φ, δν) =

∫
v

σ : δddv −
∫
v

f · δνdv −
∫
∂v

t · δνda = 0

Based on the reasoning outlined in the previous section, the virtual

work equation can be linearized as

DδW (φ, δν)[u] = −δW (φ, δν) = −δνTR. (A.52)

This linearized virtual work equation is then discretized and solved on

a per element basis. The following sections explain the discretization process.

A.5.2 Discretized Kinematics

Consider that the domain has been interpolated using isoparameteric

elements in terms of the nodes Xa denoting the initial positions. Let (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)

represent a local coordinate system centered on an node a; let Na(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)

represent a set of standard shape functions applied on the node with respect
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to the local coordinates. Then the overall domain can be described as,

X =
n∑
a=1

Na(ξ1, ξ2, ξ3)Xa. (A.53)

The corresponding deformed coordinates at iteration k are given by,

x =
n∑
a=1

Nax
k
a. (A.54)

Similarly, the virtual velocities u and δν are also discretized as follows:

u =
n∑
a=1

Nau
k
a (A.55)

δν =
n∑
a=1

Naδν
k
a (A.56)

Other essential tensor quantities can also be derived now. For instance,

the deformation gradient tensor can be derived by making use of equation A.3

with A.54.

F =
∑
a=1

nxa ⊗∇0Na (A.57)

Since Na is not defined in terms of the reference coordinate systems, ∇0Na

can be related to ∇ξNa using the chain rule and A.3 again as,

∂Na

∂X
=

(
∂X

∂ξ

)−T
∂Na

∂ξ
; (A.58)

∂X

∂ξ
=
∑
a=1

nXa ⊗∇ξNa. (A.59)

From the above relations, the deformation gradient can be derived easily in

terms of ξ.
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Finally, the remaining tensors which are necessary to describe the dis-

placement and the strain are computed as follows:

C =⇒ CIJ =
3∑

k=1

FkIFkJ ; (A.60)

b =⇒ bij =
∑
K=1

3FiKFjK ; (A.61)

δd =
1

2

∑
a=1

n (δνa ⊗∇Na +∇Na ⊗ δνa) ; (A.62)

ε =
1

2

∑
a=1

n (ua ⊗∇Na +∇Na ⊗ ua) . (A.63)

where b is known as the right Lagrange-Green strain tensor, and ε

represents rate tensor similar to δd based on u.

A.5.3 Discretization of the Residual

Recall equation A.25 which represented the static equilibrium with

respect to the deformed coordinate system. Consider the contribution to

δW (φ, δν) by a single virtual velocity δνa at a node a in an element e. Sub-

stituting the discretized versions of the terms in the integral, we get,

δW e(φ,Naδνa) =

∫
ve

σ : (δνa ⊗∇Na)dv −
∫
ve

f · (Naδνa)dv −
∫
∂ve

t · (Naδνa)da(A.64)

Pulling out δνa and grouping together the internal and external forces, we get,

δW e(φ,Naδνa) = δνa · (T ea − F e
a ); (A.65)

T ea =

∫
ve

σ∇Nadv;F e
a =

∫
ve

fNadv +

∫
∂ve

tNada (A.66)
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Now the contribution to δW (φ, δν) from all elements em containing node a is

given by,

δW (φ,Naδνa) =
em∑
e=1

δW e(φ,Naδνa) = δνa · (Ta − Fa) (A.67)

Finally, the contribution from all the elements is computed over the en-

tire domain by summing over all N points. This process mirrors the assembly

process that is a part of finite element analysis.

δW (φ,Nδν) =
N∑
a=1

δW (φ,Naδνa) =
N∑
a=1

δνa · (Ta − Fa) (A.68)

δW (φ,Nδν) = δνT (T− F) = δνTR = 0 (A.69)

Thus, the discretized non-linear equations are given by,

R = (T− F) = 0. (A.70)

A.5.4 Discretization of the Stiffness Matrix

The expression for virtual work δW (φ,Nδν) can be split into the in-

ternal and external contributions for convenience:

δW (φ,Nδν) = δWint(φ,Nδν)− δWext(φ,Nδν) (A.71)

which, upon linearization, yields,

DδW (φ,Nδν)[u] = DδWint(φ,Nδν)[u]−DδWext(φ,Nδν)[u]. (A.72)
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Splitting the linearized internal virtual work into the constitutive and

the initial stress components, we get,

DδWint(φ,Nδν)[u] = DδWc(φ,Nδν)[u] +DδWσ(φ,Nδν)[u]; (A.73)

DδWc(φ,Nδν)[u] =

∫
v

δd : c : εdv; (A.74)

DδWσ(φ,Nδν)[u] =

∫
v

σ : [(∇u)T∇δν]dv. (A.75)

We handle the constitutive, initial and external components separately.

A.5.4.1 Constitutive Component

Substituting the discretized forms for δd, ε and other expressions and

performing a few algebraic manipulations, we get for a node a in element e,

DδW e
c (φ,Naδνa)[Nbub] = δνa ·Ke

c,abub; (A.76)

(Ke
c,ab)ij =

∫
ve

3∑
k,l=1

∂Na

∂xk
cijkl

∂Nb

∂xl
dv (A.77)

where i, j = 1 . . . 3.

A.5.4.2 Initial Stress Component

Noting that,

∇δν =
∑
a=1

nδνa ⊗∇Na; (A.78)

∇u =
∑
b=1

n∇ub ⊗∇Nb (A.79)
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and substituting these equations into equation A.75, we get,

DδWσ(φ,Naδνa)[Nbub] =

∫
ve

σ : [(δνa · ub)∇Nb ⊗∇Na]dv (A.80)

= (δνa · ub)
∫
ve
∇Na · σ∇Nb]dv (A.81)

= (δνaK
e
σ,ab · ub); (A.82)

(Ke
σ,ab)ij =

∫
ve

3∑
k,l=1

∂Na

∂xk
σkl

∂Nb

∂xl
δijdv. (A.83)

where i, j = 1 . . . 3.

A.5.5 External Forces

Since the body forces are invariably independent of the motion, they do

not contribute to the linearized virtual work; hence the external contribution

comes from the traction forces only. Taking the particular case of normal

pressure with a pressure per unit area p applied on the domain, the linearized

external force component as given in A.72, after substituting the discretized

forms of various terms into the integral, is given by,

DδWp(φ, δν)[u] =
1

2

∫
Aξ

p
∂x

∂ξ
·
[
(
∂δν

∂η
× u)− (δν × ∂u

∂η
)

]
dξdη (A.84)

−1

2

∫
Aξ

p
∂x

∂η
·
[
(
∂δν

∂ξ
× u)− (δν × ∂u

∂ξ
)

]
dξdη. (A.85)

where (ξ, η) form a local surface coordinate system on ∂v centered at x. Note

that this discretization is performed by applying standard shape functions on

the surface only, and not over the volume. Hence,

x(ξ, η) =
∑
a=1

nNaxa (A.86)
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where n is the number of nodes per surface element. Similar surface interpo-

lations are applicable to δν and u on the surface.

Considering the contribution to the linearized external virtual work due

to two nodes a and b from surface element e, we get, after some algebra,

DδW e
p (φ,Naδνa)[Nbub] = (δνa × ub) · kp,ab; (A.87)

kp,ab =
1

2

∫
Aξ

p
∂x

∂ξ
(
∂Na

∂η
Nb −

∂Na

∂η
Na)dξdη

−1

2

∫
Aξ

p
∂x

∂η
(
∂Na

∂ξ
Nb −

∂Na

∂ξ
Na)dξdη (A.88)

giving,

DδW e
p (φ,Naδνa)[Nbub] = δνa ·Ke

p,abub (A.89)

(Ke
p,ab)ij = Ekep,ab. (A.90)

Here E is the third-order alternating tensor as given in ??.

Now the tangent stiffness matrix K can be constructed as follows:

Ke
ab = Ke

c,ab + Ke
σ,ab −Ke

p,ab. (A.91)

The construction of the tangent stiffness matrix follows the same steps

as for the residual; first, the contribution due to node a in element a are

computed; followed by summing over all elements em which contain the node a

to compute the contribution of node a to the overall external linearized virtual

work; finally, the individual nodal virtual work expressions are summed over

all the nodes to find the overall external linearized virtual work, expressed as

DδWσ(φ, δν)[u] = δνTKu. (A.92)
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Now, we have,

δνTKu = −δνTR (A.93)

=⇒ Ku = −R (A.94)

which can now be solved using the Newton-Raphson method.
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Appendix B

Prior Work

B.1 Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic Force Microscopy is a high-resolution scanning probe microscopy

technique used for imaging, measuring and manipulating matter at nanometer

scales. An AFM setup, at its most essential level, consists of a cantilever with

a sharp probe at one end used to scan the specimen surface. When the probe

is brought in contact with the surface, the cantilever deforms according to

Hooke’s law, and the deflection is measured using a laser-photodiode setup;

other methods such as optical interferometry, capacitive sensing or piezoresis-

tive AFM cantilevers are also used to measure the cantilever deformation. An

illustration of the AFM setup is shown in Figure B.1(A).

Atomic Force Microscopes operate in a variety of modes; however, the

Force Modulation mode of operation is the one used for nano-indentation

studies. In this mode, the cantilever tip is used to probe a material, indenting

it, while ensuring that the cantilever deflection remains a constant. Since the

attractive forces at the nanometer scales are large, there is a tendency for the

cantilever tip to stick to the material surface; to prevent this attraction, the tip

is vibrated at a particular frequency such that the overall interaction between
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Figure B.1: A schematic of Atomic Force Microscopy. (A) Overall setup (B)
Force Modulation method.

the tip and the specimen surface becomes repulsive. The amount of force

required to maintain a constant deflection, after accounting for the vibration,

of the cantilever is measured and plotted against the tip displacement.

Assuming that the material obeys Hooke’s law, the AFM set-up can be

abstracted as in Figure B.1(B). In this setup, kmat is the spring constant of

the material being indented, kc is the cantilever spring constant, and keff the

effective spring constant, given by the slope of the force - displacement curve.

Given these values, the kmat can be calculated as kmat = kckeff (kc − keff )−1

[30]. In the case of viral capsid nano-indentation, kmat represents the spring

constant of the capsid as a whole, abstracted as a linear Hookean spring.
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B.2 Experimental Studies

Nano-indentation studies of viral shells have been performed by various

research groups in order to study the mechanical properties of such shells; for

instance, Ivanovska et al.[22] studied the properties of the bacteriophage φ29

by applying point forces on the capsid. It was shown that the elastic response of

the capsid varies across the surface and depends upon the axis of indentation,

indicating the arrangement of shell proteins. The measured Young’s modulus

was found to be comparable to hard plastic. Fatigue and breakage of the

capsids were also observed after repeated indentations.

A study similar to the one by Ivanovska et al. was conducted by Michel

et al.[30] on full and empty wild-type capsids of the CCMV, and the effects

of protein mutation on the elasticity and strength of these capsids; the simu-

lations in this thesis are based on the experimental results published in this

study. It was found upon performing indentation tests on these capsids that

while they were highly elastic, full capsids resisted indentation more than

empty capsids. Furthermore, an initial reversible linear regime was observed

for indentations varying between 20% to 30% of the diameter and applied

forces of 0.6 to 1.0 nN, followed by a steep drop in the force, associated with

irreversible deformation. It was also found that a single point mutation, as in

the subE and ss[17] mutants, increased the capsid stiffness. The study also

went further to compare the experimental results with finite element models

simulating the deformation of homogenous elastic thick shells. Finally, the

Young’s moduli of the empty shells were computed, both experimentally and
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analytically, and the observed response for the finite element model was used

to explain the linear regime of the capsid response. The observed experimental

AFM response is shown in Figure B.2. The success of the continuum elastic

model in describing the properties of a protein array was explained as due

to the relative slowness of the relaxation of conformations of the capsomer

proteins with respect to the rate of indentation of the capsids.

B.3 Finite Element Simulations

In order to understand the experimental results obtained by nanoinden-

tation measurements on the capsids, finite element models have been proposed

to simulate the indentation process. For instance, a simple model, where the

viral capsid is modeled as a triangulated surface, with nodes on the trian-

gulation connected to their nearest neighbhors by simple Hookean springs,

was proposed and studied by Vliegenthart and Gompper[39]. Apart from the

spring constraint between nodes which takes care of shearing, additional bend-

ing constraints were also added in this model to emulate the stiffness occurring

due to the finite thickness of the material of the capsid. Given this set-up, a

simulation of the nano-indentation process was performed, and the effective

force-deformation curves were plotted; it was found that, for small deforma-

tions, the elastic response depended strongly on the number of capsomers and

the Föppl-von Kármán number, which determines the relative importance of

the shearing and bending constraints.

Although the spring-network based analysis provides an initial model
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Figure B.2: Experimental AFM response curves. (A) Empty mutated capsid
in the linear regime. (B) Empty mutated capsid in the showing hysteresis
of response. (C) Empty wild-type capsid showing linear region and drop into
non-linearity (D) Full wild-type capsid showing successive indentations beyond
the reversible region.[30]

Figure B.3: CCMV showing two-, three- and five-fold symmetries.[19]
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of the viral capsid deformation, it was an idealized model. Gibbons and Klug

[18] performed non-linear finite analysis of the nano-indentation studies in [30],

where they argued that a non-linear force response is to be expected from the

model to better explain the behavior of the capsid. In accordance with the

idea, the a priori assumption of linearity is abandoned, and a coarse grained

modeling approach is undertaken within the framework of three dimensional

non-linear finite deformation hyperelasticity. Under this framework, strains

are not assumed to be small, and the nonlinear effects of large dispalacements,

rotations and strains are considered. Previous linearized models of capsid

indentation relied on reduced thin-shell theory where the 3D equations were

reduced to two dimensions; however, it does not model structures such as

capsids well since the shell thickness is nearly 10% of the outer diameter, as

in the case of CCMV. In the study, homogenous, isotropic, thick-shell models

are proposed for CCMV and φ29 which are then analyzed by finite element

methods. The study showed that the non-linear force response of the capsids to

indentation is insensitive to the internal molecular dynamics of the proteins,

showing that the continuum approach is valid; however, it is influenced by

geometry and kinematics. It was also shown that contact dynamics play a

large role in the response of the capsid to the nanoindentation. The stiffening

and softening of the force response is shown to be dependent on the AFM tip

dimensions and the shell thickness; tuning of the model to fit experimental

measurements result in estimates of Young’s moduli of 280 - 360 MPa for

CCMV and 4.5GPa for φ29.
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Gibbons and Klug [19] also performed further analysis on the CCMV

finite element models, taking into consideration the nonuniform geometry of

the capsid. In this study, the heterogenous geometry of the viral capsid was

captured by reconstructing a model of the viral capsid from x-ray crystal struc-

tures of the capsid protein; the material was assumed to be homogenous and

isotropic. Furthermore, the study was performed on the wild- and mutated-

type capsids in their native and the swollen state to capture the effects of

geometric heterogeneity on softening between the two states.

In order to generate the model, atomic coordinates for the protein were

taken from existing protein databases such as ViperDB and the Protein Data-

bank. A mass density field applied on each atom center to replace the point

mass is constructed using a truncated Gaussian distribution. The individ-

ual atomic fields were added, yielding a global density function that can be

evaluated at any point as given in B.1.

ρ(r) =
Natoms∑
i=1

ρi(r) (B.1)

ρi(r) = ρ0e
3|r−ri|2/2σ2

, if |r− ri| < rmax

ρi(r) = 0, otherwise.

Here, the three parameters used are as follows: ρ0, the amplitude,

is arbitrarily set to 1.0 for every atom; σ, the standard deviation, used to

determine the width of the Gaussian and thus the structural resolution of the

surface; and the cut-off distance rmax, beyond which the density is taken to be

0; in the simulations performed, rmax = 3σ.
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Once a density field has been generated, a uniform grid was applied

on the field and sampled at the grid points. The lattice spacing of the grid

determines the coarseness or fineness of the resulting surface mesh. Isosurfaces

were then generated from the approximation to obtain a surface triangulation

representing constant density; two isosurfaces were generated in this manner

to represent the internal and external surfaces of the capsid. The isosurfaces

were chosen such that the volume of the mesh was the same in both the swollen

and the native states to ensure conservation of mass. The isosurface generation

was performed using the Marching Cubes algorithm[29], as implemented in the

Visualization Toolkit [5].

The resulting interior and exterior surface meshes were then used as an

input to ABAQUS[14], which was used to create a three dimensional tetrahe-

dral mesh discretizing the region between the interior and exterior surfaces for

both the native and the swollen CCMV capsids. The resulting mesh was used

in to perform the finite element simulations.

The capsids were modeled in the framework of finite-deformation con-

tinuum hyperelasticity, so that non-linear effects due to large displacements

are considered; small deformations theory had already been shown to be in-

sufficient[18] for this purpose. The standard definitions of finite deformation

continuum mechanics [12, 36] were used for the simulations. The capsid was

modeled as a neo-Hookean material.

The simulation set-up involved a rigid AFM tip modelled as a 20 nm

radius hemisphere, indenting the viral capsid finite element mesh, and a rigid
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flat plate underneath, representing the substrate. Contact mechanics was sim-

ulated, and the contact between the substrate and the capsid was restricted to

be rough friction, where the points in contact are not allowed to slide tangen-

tially, consistent with the adhesion present between the contacting surfaces

during AFM experiments [30]. Indentation of the viral capsid was done in

100 equal increments, with the total indentation for the native and swollen

CCMV capsid being 14nm and 16nm respectively. Each of the simulations

was performed for indentation along the two-, three- and five-fold symmetry

axes.

The stiffness of the virus is expressed experimentally as a spring con-

stant, measured in N/m, calculated from the linear portion of the response

curve from the AFM experiment. The value of the Young’s modulus was

tuned to match the experimental results and the resulting Young’s modulus of

215 MPa was found to agree best with the experiment, as opposed to 280-360

MPa for the simple spherical model[18]. The same Young’s modulus was used

for the swollen capsid also; although this is not realistic since the Young’s

modulus of the capsid varies with pH [26], using equivalent values allowed the

simulation to isolate the effects of geometric heterogeneity on softening. In all

the simulations, a Poisson ratio of 0.4 was used.

The force response for the swollen capsid was also observed to be softer

by a factor of two, more non-linear, and more orientation dependent than a

native capsid with equivalent elastic moduli, showing that capsid geometric

heterogenity can have significant effects on global structural response. An
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illustration of the CCMV capsid highlighting the contact area between the

AFM tip and the capsid is shown in Figure B.3.
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